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PADUCAH. KY., FRIDAY EVENING, NOVEMBER 22, 1907

TEN CENTS PER WEEK

SECRETARYSHIP
Clearing House Organization
TOBACCO BUYERS 'PLANS OF ADMINISTRATION
CHARLES W. LINES
OF SCHOOL BOARD
Will Soon Be Completed and
ENGAGED IN GAME
TO CONTROL LEGISLATURE HURT IN RUNAWAY
MAY BE CHANGED
Ready for Business in Paducah OF MUTUAL BLUFF
MAY MEET A COMBINATION MAYINOT RECOVER
Plan Considered to Elect Clerk The Paducah banks have cousum-(where elec. They will be secured by No One
Can Answer a Lot of
mated the plans for the organization collateral approved by a committee
of Board at Fair Salary, of a Clearing House aasociation, as of the Clearing
House associationQuestions That May Suggest
exclusively in The Sun 11.31 in collatelall for every dollar
One May Also Act in That outlined
three weeks ago, and the final de- !issued.
Themselves to Mind, and All
Capacity to Superintendent tails will be arranged now in a few "However, we think we shall not
are Waiting to Read Answer
days. When the organization is have to use these ettreficates
very
of Schools.
completed the Clearing house
much longer, as conditions are rap.
in Conditions.
elation will

TEDDY HEAR MAKERS'
UNION DEMANDS THAT
THE SHOP BE CLOSED.

Independent Democrats Think Rural Mail Carrier Thown
They Should Not be Bound From Baggy Near Benton
to Machine That Has Been and Found Lying in Road
Repudiated by Party.
With Jagged Hole in Back
of His Head.

New York, Nov. 22.—The
Teddy Hearmakerst Union, the
latest on the list Of WSW ONAII/1.•
aatitne'r tnlIS dedded in make 3
demand for the closed sheet in
the Teddy bear trade, now that
Christmas is coming on. They
started with the firm of alichton
& comapny in Brooklyn. The
company beean to bile strikebreakers, but, according to the
mem), it requires aorkmen of
sit artist it* tent perilIntent In trials'
Tefkly bears with the half human etpression Olt their face.,
and the at elk*. beellikeet4 11111.~111
he expression.

tissue clearing house cer- Idly improving, and in two or three
tificates to take the place of the weeks should be near enougt normal
Frankfort, Ky., Nov. 22.—Frien
cashiers' checks put out by the banks to permit the resumetiou
of curONE TRUSTEE HAS QUALIFIED
of Gov. J. C. W. Beckham and Den!oWhen the clearing house was pro- rency payments."
SITUATION ALL OVER STATE
M IN AND al ARMED
cra ts in the senate are said to have POPUL
posed, three weeks ago, directions
Local wholesale houses. which had
determined on Senator Con Linn, of
were given to have one of the lead- called all of their men In two
weeks
CM:leeway county, for president pro
Election of no woMcere in the ing engraving firms print an issue of ago, sent them out again Monday and
Current gossip in tobacco circles
tern, of the state senate at ita coming
wheel hotted has revived the sugges- clearing house certificates for the as- report a fairly satisfactory business.
Benton, Ky., Nov. 22. (Spectate—
in Paducah is confined largely
session. Friers& of the adrutnietrato
rution that the secretaryship be given sociation; but, the banks were ad- Conditions are improving
rapidly mors and
Cneonscious. with the blood pouring
110n
speculation
.
will
put
At
forth
no
visaed
it
would
every
time in
eart to elect from a
be three or four weeks everywhere, and merchants hope for
to some person, other than a trustee,
jagged hole in the back of
years have so many factors entered
Senator Linn. On account of the
and that the office of clerk to the before the certificates could be ready and expect them to be normal 'again
his head, Charles W. Lines, mail carinto
the
tobacco market to make a
contention of the Democrats that the
superintendent be combined with it for use, as the engraving firm, like by the first of the year, "I look for
rier on rural route No, 5. was found
definite opinion out of the question,'
president pro tern, has the right to
at a salary that would interest a com- most all the important ones, was a great rush ett business in all
-hortly after 9 o'clock this morning
as
have
entered
tide
name
all
year,
the
and the lostanding committees of
petent man. Trustee Clements Mill tied up on similar work for city lines." said ope prominent
whole- cal
brokers and buyers are playing!
tbe senate, will be an important one. by Dr. J. J Gough, lying by the covthinks the office of secretary should banks. The banks then issued their saler yesterday. "as everyone has
eted bridge on the Paducah road,
a
waiting game which is more or less
The Democrats will have 22 rotes
go to an outelde person, but the pres- cashiers' cheeks, which have done been cancelling most all orders the
.ast and one-half miles from Beninvoluntary
.
to
the
Republican
such
excellent
s' 16 in the senate, :so
service, to be used un- last three weeks, and when condient salary of $25 a month would
lie was carried back to Benton,
When the money stringency came
and they will be able to settee one of
hardly attract the right kind of 119911- til the clearing house certificates tions do right themselves, and the dead
although
he has parnally recovpractically all independent tobacco ,
their own number to preside over the
mand seta in, which it will, it will be
cants, nor are the duties of secretary. could be issued.
•red consciousness, he is not rational
buying
stopped
and
now
senate
that
durieg
"The
it
the
clearing
is
on,
1
house certificates," so great that for a while it will be
absence of Lieut. stet cannot tell
while they would be too mutt for a
how the accident
few buyers would, If they had the,
Gov. W. If, Cal S.snator Albert Charlman of business, enough to occupy said a banker to The Sun today. of too great a volume to be handled
initetnece by which he was injured.
available
cash, aadertake a
ton, of Louisa:1es. has also been men"will be issued just as they are every- easily."
large
one's sole attention.
Ills life is despaired of.
purchase. They are waiting to see
tioned for president pro tern.
Super'a ten dent Ca rn agey now has
Indications are that when lAnes
what effect the stringency has on the'
If
Senator
Linn is elected Governor
a stenographer at a salary of 125 a
his
market, whether there will be a deroute this
Beckham's forces will start off with started out over
month and if the two positions of
morning, his horse took fright near
cline from the abnormal prices now
increased
hope
for
the
result of the
secretary of the school board and asthe covered bridge and ran away,
quoted on tobacco, or whether the
Louisville, Ky
Nor. 22.—What senatorial race,
sistant to the superintendent were
throwing him out. The horse was
bullish tendency will be maintained.
leading mitesters and laymen in atcombined, the salary could be inheard of a mile or morejfurther up
The situation reminds one of the inMay He Combine.
creased. Secretary W. T. Byrd may
Ike road,- atseres--44-eeelideds-with
ternational naval bluff being played, teadance uper. the natioual _ conven- - -Lamil41444
not he elected again and there are
farmer's buggy.
in ever-tell tract tiatiefrill-rnairng great eirerver-The IrtesTasy 'Firothehood say is eke.1 —Adminiatratioa plans
for the'
few other members of the board whe
showings oil paper, but none knows the most imiortant step in history organization of
Lines is one of the most popular
both
branches
the
of
could give the time to the office at
how efficient its neighbor mould be looking toq•arfl the ultimate union. legislature may
men
in Benton. and has a family.
fall down ere the 'sesthe salary paid. If attended to propof the Sietheellst Episcopal and tha sion begins.
in a show-down.
Democrats generally are
erty. the secretary has more than 125
For instance, here are some of the Methodist Episcopal church south, not taking kindly
to what they conworth of bookkeeping and running
was taken at Trinity Methodist sider the
uncertain factors:
presumption of the adminisMetropolis, III., Nov. 22 (Special)
around to do.
New
York, Nov. 22
- Justice
How much tobacco has the trust church when the Wesley Brotherhood tration, and at a
meeting of a rum
Trustees Winstead and leondnrant —Fad Mann, who was arrested in Wyatt, in the court of special see- on
hand? How much tobacco have was made an crganization for the bee of !eel-sheens-elect
in this city it
ToSie. Ns. 22. The entire emPaducah
on
charge
a
seem to be most prominently menof criminal as stone, today held W. R. Hearst for the
eten
a!
foreign governments bought?
hit beanches of Method- was agreed that, while Governor pire was
shaken by an earthquakes
sault, preferred by Mary Robinson, the grand Jury on a charge of crimitioned for the presidency.
How much tobacco have the local in- :one The name of the organization Beekham will
receive their support ear! este). No damage wow done In
of this city, was held under $500 nal libel, preferred by William Astor
One Has Qualified.
dependent buyers bought? Will the cas changel from the Wesley Broth- for Itnitee States
senator, they are Tokio, but full reports have not been
C. G. Kelly, of the Fourth ward. bond to appear for examining trial Chanter. 5. 5. Carvalhoe gave ball burley growers
not grow any tobacco sreocei of the Methodist Episcoare not bound by the state primary
to received front ninny cities and unhas qualified as trustee to succeed before Police Judge Smith next Wed- for Mr. Hearst. The amount of the in 1908.
or is their move to that end church to t le Wesley Brotherhood of au pport whomsoever he
chooses to easiness; is felt.
himself. He is the only one of the nesday morning.
bond a-as fixed at $500, the usual a bluff to bull
the market? How Methodism
put on his slate for officers of the
Clayton Howard, about 75 years gum required in misdemeanor caste.
school trustees-elect who has secured
long can the farmers bold off withBishop Thomas B. Neely was elece senate and house.
old,
died
suddenly
of heart disease Mr. Carvaihee is (be general manager out
his certificate. They were delivered
throwing their tobacco Into the sd preeldent :a the brotherhood.
The plan to sestet Senator Geem.
to 8et'rekser -Bard shout 10 days ago. at his home. He is survIved .by his of Mr. Hearst', New York newspapers market to bring !slut it will? How
Knoxville "pun, was chosen as lenn speaker president
pro tent of
two The charge against Mr. Hearst greet' much
It has been the custom for the secre- wife, his Sun, Charles and
tobacco is Jill unboaiglit? And the next r...•
raeetiala
ehe aretraie, of coulee. Is part of the
tary to deliver the certificates, and daughters
out of a publication in the New York so on, questions that
Mexico Cie
Nov. 2! President
no one can anidea of the administration to place In
Trustees-elect Bondnrant and Karnes
Evening Journal concerning the ease swer, come up to cloud
Zelaya, of Nicaragua. has offered to
the situation.
his hands the right to make commitrequested theirs. Secretary Byrd
of Raymond Hitcheock, the actor. Mr. and no tobacco man has
resign on condition that a confedera- been found.
tee appointments, and thus In a meassaid he would have the certificates at
Chanter's name was mentionel in who would like to have
eon of five Central American states
a definite
ure
control
legislation,
while
reward- be formed,
the next meeting. If the trusteesconnection with the article.
and on tilts basis the
opinion quoted for him.
ing those, who are favorable to the
elect wish to appear then and qualify
Washinitton peace conference is work
It has been a game of bluff all
administrat
ion's
policies.
they may do so. Otherwise substiirig, according to information rearound for the last two years. The
The result of the conference here
tutes will be elected in their places.
eels-est here.
Growers' association hays made big
presages
a corn hination between ReSince the trustees-elect must go
claims: the trust has set rumors In
prthlieans and independent Democrats
through formalities impossible at the
Hardinsburg, Ky., Nov. 22.--Tte circulation about the enormous quanIn the organization of the legislature.
meeting, they could not qualifysthen,
tobacco wurehouse of Frank McGee.). tities of the weed they had on hand;
unless. the Republicans show an inand if Secretary Byrd does not give
a non-association planter, was brtened the middle Kentucky growers are
clination to ride rough shod wherethem a chence to qualify before that
by incendiaries.
pledged largely not to grow any crop
Mr C. G. Brown. of 631 Madison
ever they have the opportunity.
time, of course, he will be able to
In 1908, yet they hgve until next
Clothiers' checks as currency are • Indeed. if the Republican aft:Atria- street. an employe of Friedman &
London, Nov. 22.—Affairs in Portrrevent their tate.* their seats on
Marsh to change their minds,'and the eotnntonplace beside the medium of tration and legislators show an in- Keller, had his left leg (-rushed in the
the board.
ugal. according to the latest advices
Independent buyers and manufactur- exchange offered at the Paducah'clination to meet the Democrats half elevator at the warehouse on. North
received here, are rapidly approachers have professed to haev the sit- Banking company this afternoon ati way, it is altogether probable that Second street last night. He slipped
WELL KNOWN COPIA.; ARE
ing a crisis, and King Carlos' throne
uation well in hand.
1 30 o'clock by Boyd Schaffer. of the lieutenant governor's prerogative and fell with his left foot betweee
Henderson,
Ky.,
Nov.
22.—The
MARRIED BY REV. FIELDS. Is tottering. That there is a farBallard county. -Schaffer undertook: to name committees will not tes in- the elevilor and the side of the shaft
May Semi sane Here.
first of the 1907 crop was brought to
reaching plot against the dictatorNow a rumor is current that the to force Cashier William Hughes toe
.terfered with. aless Dereetesste mite and before he could get ts She eleMr. L. A. Barker and Miss Suclie ship was revealed in the investigation town today and sold privately- There
-gCtraW116 was oaritrtitg in,stipulating that they be given a share vator was started, crushing his lea.
Italian government wttt send sortie ettati-w
Hubbard were married last might at of the explosion of an Infernal ma- was no bidding. am buyers say the
threatened
money to Paducah to pay for their his hands, and
Mr. of the assienments proportionate to Dr. J. D. Robertson was called and
have no money.
the Third Street Methodist parsonage chine In Lisbon on November
16.
attended the injured man
purchase, as it is reported they did Hughes' life If he did not take it
tete r TO".
by the Rev. Peter Fields.
Two of the anarchists who made the
in the central part of the state. stanter, lie accompanied his demand! From relitele sources it is predictbombs were killed outright and a
What effect such a move would have with a shower of W:ncaester rifle ed thst I' e Republicans will be /theLOUISVILLE MAY GET
third, who etreapee, was later arreston the association pledges is not cartridges on the paving stab, andl se-seed to meet the Democrats mote
JIM CROW TROLLEYS. ed and made a confession. From
known, because it is not known how then forced his goose through thei it^n half way, reallsleg that the fate
Louisville, Nov. 22.- -(Special.)-him it was learned all the details of
hard up the association farmers, may braes gratings of the windaw, towardl of the administration in 'some treasManase r Soffery, of the Home 'eelLouirrilae s.olons are considering the plot, and the pollee were enabled Two hundred
union labor leaders be for
cash. It is known that the as- Mr. Hughes. At this jeeeturs Patrol-, ure rests on the public 'spirted peeley ephone company. is having a novel
"Jim Crow" street ears for that city. to make nearly lee arrests and seize caVed on the mayor and urged him sociation
expected to advance some nten _cross and Johneon ceetured''of the leglitiature, and resailaing that. ir;liting apparatus attached to the
City Clerk Henry Bailey has received 700 bombs. And while the spirit of to try the effect of a compromise to cash
to their farmers on. their crove, Schaffer. Schaffer wa.rdered Into the, while on strict party lines. they could 1.2: t•tation booths of h.s company
a letter • from Councilman Herman revolution is growing Don Carlos is end the strike. Cars now run on ao but
_1 accomplish
the stringency would seem to Federal' Bstik•reg company.
nothing, there is a poesai- in the hotels and other public pewee.
Christen, of the street committee, re in Lisbon eating rich food, growing lines. They ran last night until 9 knock that plan
into a cocked hat. hand and practically
wish drink. bility of accomplishing mucb, good In the Palmer House bomb of the
o'clock.
questing a oopy
There was some violence It is known that
the proireed ordi- fatter and slowly approaching death
many of the new Cashier Wililarn Hughes was in the through the fattionat split existing Home Telephone company, the booth
nance providing for "Jim Crow" y means of his enormoos appetite. after dark. Several cars were bat- members
the association secured this bank alone with the exception of Mr. in the Democratic representation.
Is lighted by closing the door after
greet cars In Paducah with whatever Queen Amelia is In London. ?he tered by rocks.. but no one was in- year
were secured on promises to so Georges C. Hughes, who was sitting
Democrats are not asking that Gov- entering. This is automatic and
other information is at hand.
jured.
king has no friend, among the peo
advance money as well as other prom outside the hankinfr'"Wartment In errror Wil:son dee& the executive leaves the booth dark when net I 71
pie of his kingdom. He has taxed
the lobby. Schaffer began to talk in- offices with themeand here in Louis- use. --The 15,0 'phones put
isose. and If these could not be _fill
out of serSOME MISSOURI BANDITS
the people without sanction of the
would any disloyalty reset? These coherently and to demand money. ville, where he is known, there is no vice by the fire Wednesday are now
OPERATING IN FRANCE. government, and they are on the
are not actualities but no tobacco He became violent and throwing fear that he will act in a earthen' all bases in service.
verge of revolting.
man wiped/estimate the situation a dozen -Winchester cartridges on spirit throughout his affroinh:tration.
Paris, Nov. 22.---Shooting two
St. Louis, Nov. 22.—The Jury was and Its possibilities without rowed- the counter, dentanded money and All the elentents for a siteressful adguards who restated, and forcing the
still out at noon in the ease of E. G. ering such a contingency. If the said he would kill Cashier Hughes ministration are apparent, if the Reengineer to cut loose from the train
Lewis, charged with using the malls market
through the stringency If he did not, get it. Some one publicans are Just able to take arisen while they looted the cars, three first
to defraud. in connection with the should take a sudden slump, where In the crowd that began to assem- taste of them.
Chicago, Nov. 22
class passengers held up the Orleans
Frederick W.
Liverpoole Nov. 22—Tire Lust- People's United States bank.
would the independent buyers. who ble outside sent after officers, who
McLean. former assistant cashier of
line express early today and escaped
bought at higher
prices, stand? were a block away. He fought destante made the new eastward record
the Chicago National bank, and conwith two cash boxes full of money.
Would all contracts be lived up to? perately until he reached the sidein 4 days, 22 hours and 50 minutes.
fidential man to John R. Walsh. tesThere is enough unbought and walk, where Patrolman Crofts was
tified today in the Walsh _trial that
HARRY TANDY ,RETURNS
unpledged tobacco in the country to forced to strike him. After a blow on
In February. 1904; at Walsh's diTO WORK AT FRANKFORT.
' THE WEATHER.
effect
market
the
price, should it be the head. Schaffer hastily said het
The Robb bridge on the Blaadville
rest ion, be forged the names of five
road was formally accepted. by the thrown into the market for any' would go atnerg and was locked up.
Mr. Harry G. Tandy left this
men to six notes for jine.(100 each,
bring?
would
price
The
associa.
it
fiscal court yesterday and the Nashmorning to resume his position in
and that Walsh drew the money out
tion
says
per
80
cent
It
has
pledged,
ville Bridge company, which conthe office of the superintendent of
of the bank.. When the notes beindependent buyers and foreign
structed it, was ordered paid for the the
— public instruction at Frankfort. Mr.
came des_ they were taken up With
governmen
have
bought
ts
considerwork. The bridge is Naid to be the
Tandy has been away from Frankfort
the cashier's credit slips, and
new
first ever built in the state of re- able, and the amount left unengaged
Fire , and Police Coalmissioner
eight months on account of illness.
notes were made out and eight per
might not be enough to make a Mann
concrete,
inforced
and
in
the opinion
Clark is seriously Al -67 bowel
Mrs. Tandy and their little daughter
cent discount allowed to the bank on
Washington, Nov. 22.—Bran Rays notes, he
of the members of the court it is a slump, If it was sacrificed. But who trouble at Sixtheand Ohio streets toaccompanied him to Frankfort.
said.
How
knows?
much
is
held
by
each
most substantial affair.
'day. Mr. Clark has been sick see he will be a candidate, if drafted.
factors
these
of
eral days and today his condition but he is not seeking the nomination. coUNTIi" (A.:MI:TERI' WILL
I'LOOR WAS SANDPAPERED
Have Time to Change Mind.
It is said Bryan at a Democratic love
took a more serious turn.
AND IS MUCH lafPROVED.
BE KEPT LOOKING
Every tobacco grower in the state
feast here next week will answer the
III•sma•••••••m•••
To provide a well kept cemetery
totems
grow
any
to
not
decide
might
question; "What is a Democrat?"
The door at the Auditorium rink
for the burial of the poor of Ur site
co next year, and the situation would Equity association. The resolutions and will shoW why the good Demohas been put in line shape, having
and county is the intention of the
Georgetown, Nov. 22.—The first
not be any clearer. Thesis farmers next year about not growing crops crats cannot support Roosevelt's
been sandpapered all over, and sket
members of the McCracken county
part of the Grant county venire a"- know well enough
thni several are indefinite, because they may be policies.
ers say it is better than ever before.
fiscal court, who yesterday voted to
rived,this morning. Arthur Goebel months will intervene before
they nothing more than bull movements
Decide in January.
Tbere was a large number of beginand his party and W. H. Green, Mr. will have to make a definite decision
appoint a eoebritittee to select a suitin the market. On the other hand,
French Lick. Ind., Nov. 22.- It was able plot of/ground
ners, both ladies and gentlemen, at
Powers' brother-in-law, accompanied to grow or not to grow tobacco. if the bluff
that will be gracit
does
not work, if the old practically decided' today by memthe morning session. The hand
the sheriff. Green claims Goebel That decision will be made when
ect and beautified and planted in grains
the crops are not wild, it is extremely bers of the ?lathiest] Democratic
cornplayed beautifully and the enthusitried lime and agaih to lead Sheriff time comes for plantkig. Meanwhile:
'likely that Hie farefers will *grew 1Pas Mittee that a final decision as to ttit with flowets 'along the walks.
asm was unbounded. Among the
Waring intp strong Democratic pry ,it they can make the buyers think
tobacco next year. The unsold to- place of holding the convention will
other iniprovelkients is that of a
in c to. The selection of jtrews has there will be -no crop in 19e8, perbare° muse be sold some time. If be made in Washington In December.
commodious , smoking room. The
began. Over protest of defenee-Judge haps they will begin to cover by
'me- the old crops are sold, there will not Denver la making a strong fight. It
skate room has also been mtieh" imleer tonight and saturdely. e
Morrbeallowet the names of venire- ttle all the available stock. That be a farmer
In the country who is said committeemen Myer Thomas
proved and a new supply of skates reins in e'tt
po
Vie., ell
men to be put In a box and the panel nieans that they might take the un- would
not grow tobacco and grow it Johnson, for chairman to succeed
received.
Q. Louis. Nov. 22.—Wheat, 15!4;
Slightly warmer Saturday.
filled this way to be examined
sold 191)5 and 1008 crops of the largely.
Taggart.
corn 61: oats. 49.

METHODISTS ARE
DRAWN TOGETHER
BY BROTHERHOOD

ED MANN HELD
'HEARST CHARGED
UNDER $500 BOND
WITH CRIMINAL
FOR APPEARANCE LIBEL ;IND HELD

JAP EARTHQUAKE

ZELAYA FOR ALLIANCE

CRISIS IS NEAR
AND KING CARLOS
CONTINUES TO EAT

TOBACCO BARN BURNED

OFFERS GOOSE AS
LEGAL TENDER AT
TELLER'S WINDOW

CRUSHED HIS LEG

FIRST OF CROP

TO SETTLE STRIKE

AUTOMATIC LIGHTS

LEWIS JURY OUT

FORGED $600,000

EASTWARD RECORD

ROBB BRIDGE 0. K.

MANN CLARK ILL

POWERS CASE

WHAT IS DEMOCRAT
BRYAN WILL TELL
AFTER LOVE FEAST

ritErry.

PLEASANT.

Grain Market.

4111
4.
'OP

,..„,0,...2.6

THE PADUCAH EVPTINGTlk

PAGE TWO,

CENTRAL BANK
ADVOCATED

BY

itrr.tity

FoRNIER
SHAW.

SEC-

HEAD TO FOOT OUTFITTERS Says Right to Issue Notes is Inherent

Money Stringency
1 Forces
Reductions

DEMOCRATS FIGHT
OVER THE SCRAPS
Candidates Lining .p at
Legislature Trough.

In Bank, hut Coneress May
Tax Tlicea.

B. P. W.
POSTPONES RECONSTRUCTIION
NORTHSIDE WALKS.

Blames Roller Skating for Breaks in
Concrete Work-Meeting Held
Yesterdny.

CONDITIONS ARE
MUCH IMPROVED

GAINED TWENTY POUNDS,
PLEURISY CURED.
Mr. I. Brown, of 614 Bingham Avenue, Pittsburg, Pa., Who

According to Reports Received
by Dun.

Suffered from a Severe Case of Pleurisy, Which Left his Lung
in a Weak Condition, Was Completely Cured and Re-

stored to Health by the World's Greatest Medicine.
In 1 recent Interview Mr. Brown said: "I deem it my duty to state
'what Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey has done for me. In the fail of 1905 I contracted a severe cold which I neglected until it developed into pleurisy In my
right side. I did considerable doctoring for it, and I seemed to get all right
I returned to work, but again immediately contracted another severe cold.
which found me in a weakened condition. I tried many different kinds of
medicines, which did not seem to help me ; I was very weak and run- down,
and I decided what I needed was a tonic stimulant to build me up, so I made
up my mind to try Duffy's Pure Malt Whisk::.y. I am very thankful that I
did, it has put new life in me,it took out the pleurisy and healed my left lung,
which was left in a very weak condition, and I feel as strong and hardy as it

Supply of Curresiey Increasing, Collections Improve sad Situation
Brightens.
Roller skating, in the opinion oL
New York, Nov. 22.-The Chant
the board of public works, has been
ber of Comineree had as its guests
disastrous on some of the new paveand speakers last night J. J. Juseerments along Fourth and Fifth streets
The present tightness in
and, the French ambassador, and
EMERGENCY
CURRENCY
AFTER PLACES near Trimble street and the near ap- FOR
Baron Rosen, Russian. ambassador at LADIES ARE
the money market came upon
proach of cold weather caused the
Washington. Other speakers were
eo suddenly that it found
board of public works yesterday to
former Secretary of the Treasury
us totally unprepared. We
make a contract with G. W. KatterShaw, John C. Spooner, former
New York, Ners. 22.-Coneiderabla Is possible for any man to feel. I
Frankfort, Ky., Nov. 22.-While John, who laid the pavements, to dehave a good appetite and have gained
were not expecting it and it
United States senator from Wieconthe senatorial race to be decided at lay the repair and maintenance work improvement in commercial, financial twenty pounds in weight; and, while I am a temperance advocate and do not
sin,
President
and
Alexander,
George
has force s to reduce prices
the coming session of the Kentucky until next spring. Ills bond calls for and manufacturing circles throughout believe in drinking Intoxicating beveriges, whenever I feel the need cf a tonic
of Union ()allege.
on some of t best gni -Cues
amenably Is the one absorb- immediate repairing, but the delay the country is indicated in the re- and stimulant I do not hesitate to take Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey. I can
general
Toasts to President Roosevelt and
ports from
various centers which
topic
of conversation among poli- was consented to.
ing
it has ever been our good forheartily recommend it to any one who is run down and is troubled with colds
to the heads of other governments
have been received by R. G. Dun &
Fran
represented at the dinner were drank. ticians and others located in
tune to have in the store.
Personal surety will be accepted Company. Some cities where the or pleurisy."
come in
Jueserand spoke of the business fort, the minor races also
Unsolicited testimonials like the above come from thousands of men
hereafter by the board on bonds financial stringency was most severeFine, snappy, hand-tailored
and financial conditions in the Unit- for their share of discussion and given for contracts with the city.
and women who have been cured and restored to health by Duffy's Pure
ly felt a week ago have been steadily
goods, every thread, every
interestnew
and
develops
each
day
ed States taking an optimistic view,
There ie a clause in the printed con- Increasing the supply of currence Malt Whiskey.
fibre guaranteed; the kind
showing the great increase in foreign ing condltions.
tract that a bonding company must and the results generally
are in a
Of these races the one that nattrade in America. He was especially
you will be proud to wear.
be surety, but the board inserted a MOTO satisfactory
state. The increase
attention
is
moist
attracts
the
urally
with
pleased
the
retrade
favorable
This
surety.
personal
provision for
And remember, we guaranin currency supplies at Minneapolis
lations between
the between Frank Kavanaugh and Miss was done in all the contracts of ConFrance and
has made it poiyible for large ele- is an absolutely pure distillation of malted grain; great care being used to
tee to save you money on
librarian,
and
state
Mahan
for
Sarah
United States.
tractors Esker andTerrell.
vator concerns to resume the pul. have every kernel thoroughly malted, thus destroying
every article bought of us.
the germ of the seed
"The right to issue notes." said both candidates are working hard to
Bids were opened at the meeting chase of grain and as a result
trade and producing a predigested liquid food in the-frit-in of a pale malt, which
Shaw, "is inherent with every bank, secure the Democratic nomination in yesterday for supplying gravel to the
We can do it, too, because
normal
assuming
proportions. Col- is the most effective tonic stimulant and invigorator known to science;
private or incorporated, and the right Joint caucus. Mr. Kavanaugh has city;, but none was better than the Is
our expenses are less. Our
to use them in making exchanges is been connected with the state library present policy of buynee in the open lections are moving more freely anu softened by warmth and moisture its palatability and freedom from injurious
The disturbance in money matters OS
store is not located in the
equally inherent on the part of.the since 1890.
market, which will be continued in- apparently passed. The Inability to substances renders it io that it can be retained by the most sensitive stomach.
Miss Mahan, the only other candihigh-rent district
'idle, Neither congress or the legIt is an absolutely pure, gentle and invigorating stimulant and tonic,
definitely. The Nashville, Chatta- supply
the currency needs at St. Paul builds up
date for th, office, has been private
Ature
can
do
either.
Congress
the nerve tissues,. tones up the heart, gives power to the brain.
nooga
Louis
railroad
and
St.
could
ato.o0 Men's Suits and
es have the power, however, to secretary to Auditor S. NV. Hager for not bid on this contract. Bids were still interferee with the marketing ot strength and elasticity to the muscles and richness to the blood. It brings
Overcoats.
$
and
collection*
farm
products
are bet such issue, and the right to tax the past four years.
ordered for the next year's supply of low normal. Buyers are most con- into action all the vital forces, it makes digestion perfect, and enables you to
1112.50 Men's Suits and
Another Lively Content.
the right to destroy. The existing
get from the food you eat the nourishment it contains. It is invaluable for
coal for the city. whieh will be re11rerooats_
10.00
servative, but there are few cancellaAnother race which will likely rec is intended to be and is prohibioverworked men, delicate women and sickly children. It strengthens and
ceived both from local dealers and
S15.00 Men's Suits and
tions
and
the
jobbing
trade
holds
up
su:t In the biggest scramble is besustains the system, is a promotor of health and longevity, makes the old
mines, Superintendent Keebler, of
Overcoats
Il m
he
.lin
nA
cat
l,.leu
edtra
atitized
entioBank
n to the dist tween Miss Amy Lyons and Miss Mary the city lishting plant. may be in- well.
young and keeps the young strongi
Cincinnati.
Boston,
Baltimore,
S18 50 Men's Suits and
enrolling
clerk
of
the
Robards
for
opus results following the unrestructed to -provide bins for several Cleveland
Caution.-When you ask your druggist, grocer or dealer for Duffy's Pure
Overcoata ..
..
and
cities
resome
other
ained Issuance of notes by banks lower house of the assembly.
car loads of ooa: at a time at the
Malt
Whiskey be sure you get the genuine. It's the only absolutely pure
port
good
retail
Dupiness.
daughter
Lyons
of
Capt.
is
a
Miss
.or
to
the
civil
prewar.
,asto
It
They Carry the Label.
poser station to insure a running
medicinal malt whiskey, and Is mid in sealed bottles only; never In bulk.
Lt a repeition of this that congress W M. Lyons, custodian of the state
supply of coal. The bids must be in
Price $1.00. Look for the trade-mark, the "Old Chemist," en the label,
Allotments Made.
oed laws Imposing a prohibitive house.
by December 3. Bids also were orWe have quit the loan busiWashington, D. C., Nov. 22.-The and make sure the seal over the cork is unbroken. Illustrate', medical bookMien Robards is now stenographer
on anything designed to circulate
dered- for graveling Clark street from an.notiocement was made
ness and are closing out our
by Secre- kit and doctor's advice free. Duffy Malt Whiskey Co., Rochester, N. Y.
in the (Alice of J. Morgan Chinn, clerk
In
Tenth street to the hollow on Faxon
tary CorteiYou that allotments had
of the court of ap_peals.
entire stoek of unredeemed
-trout --Thieteesela-eifeet--Ps ilfetift begun Tor the new one-year
Two Have Walkover.
Shaw said he thought the most unpledges in watches and guns.
Fotrrteentli streets. Nineteenth street
stead of points.
treasury certificates. Allotments of
Cromwell.
William
of
Fnankfort,
fortunate act of Andrew Jackson was
and Guthrie avenue were aecipted by
There are some bargains here
the 2 per cent Panama bonds will
ore veto of the renewing the charter who for yeare has filled the position
the board from Contractor Terrell.
Captain of Militia.
for you.
not be made until after all bids are
the United States banks. But he of clerk of the senate, will be re
Contractor M. H. Welke)/ gave bond submitted at
Adjutant General Thrift. of the
the cloee of busineed
that was popular then, and even elected to the position without oppofor work be has done on South November
Iowa National Guard, will order an
30. The secretary intiw the people are of such opinion sition, as will James Stone, of BreckFourth street. Street Inspector Elmated that application.) for both WAS ORDERED OUT TO STOP A immediate Investigation of the con' ct he did not believe that live per enridge county, for clerk of the lower
liott was authorized to buy a new
bonds and certificates were being re- PRIZEFIGHT AT DAVENPORT. dect of Captain Culp, of Davenport,
• it of the members of either house house. But -the race for assistant
set of harness.
who was ordered to assemble his
ceived in satisfactory amount, but he
the country could be induced to clerk in each house will be InterestSupt. W. J. Hills, of the Nashville, was not
company and stop the prise fight. It
prepollTed 1111 yet to dio•Ciooe
ee for a centralized bank and that ing, as each has two aspirants. -Tease
Chattanooga & St. Louis railroad, the discrimination
is -the impression of Thrift that the
where it is bei.atever per cent should vote for Alvererer. of Lincoln county, and W
has asked permission to build a storm lieved
they will have the best effect Captain of Local Company May Be .tights at Davenport wore prize fights
h a measure woukl probably be 0. Jones, of Leitchfield. are candiwater sewer to drain off the railroad upon the
Court Martlaied for Failure to
and Insclear violation of the law, and
money market.
:ired to private life a the next dates for assistant clerk of the senyards at its expense. The permisaon
Prevent Mill There,
that under strict orders issued by the
ection. He thought that much good ate, while Edward 0. Leigh. of Pawas granted by the board and the
governor to Culp, the midden should
,.uld be accomplished if the banks ducat. and M. F. Pogue. of CrittenFor Emergency Currency,
weirk will be done under the superhave stopped R.
this country were permitted to en- den county. are rival candidates for
Washington.
D.
C..
Nbv.
22
-Legis
vision of City Engineer Washington.
Efforts sere made to get in comdoree the acceptances drawn against assistent cinrk of the hours. Mr.
teflon to revise sad modernise the
Des Moines, Ia., Nov. 22.-Gov- munication with Culp. hut witliout
actual
values.
and
In
the
ordinary
Leigh
best-known
is
perhaps
tbe
mat.
currency laws will be embodied in a ernor Cummins
MRS. HARTJE sotiONS.
took a hand in Daven- success. Should circumstances Justify
course of trade, without reporting In officia: life in Kentucky. having
Adviro to Beginners.
bill which Representative Sitlzer, of
port's widely advertised McFarland. the adjutant general says a court
been private secretary to Governor
Ilktory In Court Teo Much for Wo- same as re-discounts.
New York, will introduce in the next
martial will be ordered and the full
Beckham during the letter's entire
man in Divorce Case.
congress. Sulzer's measure will pro- Herman prize fight last eveoing, with
penalty inflicted if disobedience shall
term of over seven years.
Only One "BROM() QUININE"
vide for the issuance of an emergency the aid of a company of *soldiers and
be proven.
Another rare which IP attracting
currency by a government bank of ordered it stopped even before it bePittsburg, Pa., Nov. 22.-Joy over That is LAXATIVE BROM() QUIconsiderable
attention
is
the
ore
for
twit.. for which the bill also prothe decision of the superior court of NINE. Look for the signature of E.
gan. Four thousand or more seats BOOSTS INLAND WATERWAY
enrolee% clerk of the senate between
vides. The plan was put before
Pittsburg proved too much for Mrs. W. Grove. Used the world over to
had
been sold. Thousand, of people
Wes
FROM BOSTON TO ('AltOLINA.
Hardin
Annie
Norse.
of
county.
President
Roosevelt by Sulzer, who
Mary Scott Hartje, sued for a divorce Cure a Cold in One Day. 25c,
and Miss Jennie McDonald. of Franksays he has the approval of many came in on epeeist trains from Chiby Augustus Hartle, millionaire pafort
prominent bankers for his plan Sul- cago and other cities and Davenport
Philadelphia, Pa.. Nov. 22.-The
per manufacturer, and she is reportINDICT 100.%1/4 IN CO VI. C.S14E,
Fog.
of
Wert
Liberty.
favors the establishment of the was filled last rdght with a disgusted Atlantic deep waterways conference
zer
ed in a state of collapse at Ligonier,
banks and predicts lot of sports. Governor Cummins met here today In behalf of the proPostal Sayings
Pa., her temporary home since the Western Lines Charged With Violat- whom term as prison commissioner
expires the first of the yeer, 10: be a
currency legislation will be the ab- satisfied himself that the fight at ject of a continuous inland waterway
trial here. Mrs. Hartje was called to
ing Sherman Anti-Trust Law,
sorbing subject of the coming ses- Davenport was not to be a mere along the Atlantic coast from Boston
the telephone and without, warning
Salt Lake City, Nov. 22 -The fed- candidate to succeed himeelf, while
scientific "sparring exhibition" as it to North Carolina. It is the Mos to
sion.
told that the superior court had at- eral grand jury today returned indict former Senator W. 0. Coleman. of
had been advertised and there was run the waterway from Barnstable
armed the findings of the lower ments against the Union Pacific Rail- Sulphur, will be one opponent.
also suspicion that if left to local offi- bay, on the north side of Cape
court and that she had eon a com- road company, the Oregon Short Line
THERE /9 NO REASON
Cod.
Why your baby should be thin, and fret- cers there might be a liberal con- to Beaufort
Pale Delicate Women and Girlie
plete victory.
inlet, N. C. The propale, the Union Pacific Coal company. J.
She turned
ful during the night. Worms are the struction
of
the
statute
prohibiting posed channel across Cape Cod would
sus* of thin.Nsickly babies. It is natswayed toward a chair saying: "I've M. Moore, general agent of the Union The Old Standard GROVE'S TASTEural that a healthy baby should be fat prize fighting.
won. Oh! how happy I am! Please Pacific Coal company, and Everett LESS crtiu. TONIC drives out mareduce the water distance from Beaand sleep well. If your baby doss not
send word to my father." Then she Buckingham, assistant general su- laria and blinds up the system. For
,bon to New York by 75 mites.
retain its food, don't experiment with
"r1
colic cures and other medicine, but try
broke into hysterical sobbing and perintendent of the Oregon Short grown people and children, 50c.
Almost Knock-Out.
The route would run through Long
\Vben you get your ear always horn a bottle of White's Cream Verrnifuge,
Davenport. Ia., Nov. 22.-"Packy" Island abnted to the Raritan canal, at
sank helplessly to the floor. She Is Line. for violations of the Sherman
and you will soon see your baby have
e
do
timese
yonreelf.
Don't
tiepend
color and laugh as it should. Bold by McFarland
UNVEILING MONUMENT.
proved his superiority Perth Amboy. N. J.. down the Delareported unable to leave her room. anti-trust law. The technical charge
.- -utr !mutt. Show him how much you J. H Oehischlaeger, tang Bros. and C.
over "Kid" Herman and his right to ware river past Philadelphia, and
Immediately following receipt of the Is a combination to restraint of trade
Memory of Major
.J. Thomas, $4.75 ri!IOW PO he won't try to foal you.-Tat 0. Ripley.
decision here a conference was held those indicted having combined, it Nashville and n-turn $4.75. N., C. ler.
Po with the heat of them by easily through the Chesapeake and DelaTeacher-"What is the future of beating Herman in a fifteen-round ware canal, down Chesapeake bay to
by }toreje and his attorneys and a is chorged to force D. J. Sharp, a & St. L. By. will sell round trip
'I love,' Lula?"
fight. No decision was awarded be- Norfolk, along the Elizabeth river,
decision was reached to carry the _Salt Lake City coal dealer, out of tickets Nov. 23 and morning train
Chicago Mald-"I divoree."-The cause Governor Cummins ordered the and through a cut across Virginia
case to the supreme court.
business heeause he had lowered the 24th. good until Nov. 23, One fare
to
Bohemian.
militia to prevent the fight. In the Currituck sound. Tile route then
plus 25 cents, or #4.75. Full panicprice of coal.
The first locomotive west of the
bast few rounds a knock-out seemed would be through Coanjock bay. a
niers from either E. S. Burnham,
If you court one temptation you probable any time and when the fight cut through North Carpli-usa
blissiesippi was put upon the track at
The only safe argiortent with temp- Agent, depot, or F. L. Weiland, City
Into Alare sure to win a score.
St Lounrin I s52.
ended Herman was hanging on to bemarle sound. through Croatoa
Passenger Agent, 41/10 Broadway.
tion is a swift attack.
McFarland. who rained terrific blows sound into Pamlico sounds iato Neuso
THE MAURETANIA WILL REDUCE
IMMO
11N111111111s at short range on Herman's neck, river. By deepening two creeks the
TIME OF SISTER SHIP,
head and face.
route wouhl end in Beaufort inlet
Herman was game to' the,last under and the ocean.
the severe pummeling. The pace was
It is believed this route woe]." save
slow until the last half of the con'- many millions of dollars in freights,
Should Arrive at New York From
test, when the boxers lot loom as if besides reducing the water distant*
Europe Making 024 Knots in
punches wP,re. to deseicie the bout in- of coastwiae steamers.
a Day.
Those Who Expect to Pro(By Majority in the Two Houses Mb;
Session.
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Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey

7 50

12.50
15.00
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RECORD BROKEN

SPECIALS FOR SATURDAY
NOAH 9S ARK

Crank Flour Sifters, good-heavy tin
-8C We have grouped together on one table one lot
9 and 10-inch Cake Pans and Pie Pans, deep or of Ladies' and Misses' Flanelette Night Gowns,
shallow, each
--3C worth
-_.-50C
Loose bottom Jelly Cake Cake Pans, heavy tin, One lot of Pillow Covers and Tops,' worth
worth 20e, for
1 0C each
25c
Dover Egg Beaters
8C One lot of Gingham Skirts, worth
....50c
Best Wire Egg Whip, wood handle _____... Sc One lot of Laundry Bags
No. 2 Lamp Chimney :I for
•
10c One lot of Lambriquins
Heavy Lead Glass, fire proof lamp chimneys, 00e lot of Fascinators
worth 111e., for..
.............
Sc AD at your choice
First quality gray enameled dish pans, 14 quart
On another table we have one lot of Ladies'
size, worth 40c, at
Muslin Underwear, including chemite. drawers
Gray enameled Dippers
10c and corset covers, worth 50c and 75c, all at
Several sizes in Tea Kettles, worth up to 65c, your choice
39C
at
38c One lot of Sofa Pillow Slips, table covers, all
bright, cetchx. patterns, worth 50e and The, al'
at
39c
Large size .1S-inch Meat Platters ,for your I One lotof Dreuer Scarfs, open wort patterns,
worth 50e and 75c, at_
Thanksgiving Turke y, worth 60c,
39c
One
lot
of
flue
Millen
Towels,
sliehthly
for
...
39C
__
worth 50e, at
-- 250

19 cis

r-

New York, Nov. 22.-The Cunard
:liter Mauretania broke her effete!
ship Lusitania's record today, when
at noon she completed a day's run
of 624 knots. The Lusitania's beet
record for a day is 618. As a day on
the west bound voyage le _about 24
hours Mid 50 minutes long. the Mauretania le coming west at the rate of
about 25 knots. The news of the
Mauretania's record day's run was
contained both in news dispatches
received in a wireless message from
Captain Pritchard, of the Mauretania,
received by the Cunard line officials.
Pritchard added that the ship was
529 miles east of Sandy Hook at noon
and that he expected to reach the
Hook about 8 a. m. Friday. Thi%
wonld make the Mituretanisee time
for the passage five days and two
hours or about seven, hours slower
than the Lusitaniali fastest westbound voyage.
-It would take a long time to
personally ask a thousand people to
look at flint property you have for
sale-and Mesta-sees of Wu-in would
your request. Whit
comply with
publicity to he •, you may invite a
nd all who would,
whole cityful
interested, will no.
in any event,
ccot
Rs

Old
Homestead
Horehound
Drops

EVERYBODY KNOWS
there is nothing in the
world which SO quickly relieves a cough as the oldfashioned sitnon pure horehound drop. The Old Homestead formula has been tested
and tried out on innumerable coughs. It, will be good

for yours.

Generous
Package

•

NOTICE

All Banks will
Close Promptly
at 2 p. m.

5c
Gilbert's,
Drug Store
vtimmaiMIIIMMINIMMENNI
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man, who always
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the great
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It win be theen that the man ot
moderate fortune and the wage earner are just as mutt' intergsted in relieving financial stringency and
All
preventing panic as the rich man, or
the Wall street speculators.
But Reassures Country as to even
The president already has pointed
out, in previous messages and speechSoundness of Banks.
cc, that it is Impossible to 'come to
the, relief of the poorer classes in the
community without doing something
Ills Measlige to Colltit.ei••••• Is cow. at,,. the sante time for those 'Who are
pleted end Ready to Be Priuted
more fortunate.
Finally.
1905 Declaration Recalled.
In the president's message there
will almost certainly bq found ea
elaboration of certain libations of his
HE DOES NOT RETRACT AT ALL.
message to congress In 1905, and
more particularly one special paragraph, which is worth huoting for
Washington, D. C., Nov. 22.— the benefit of those who like to foreresident Roosevelt has completed cast presidential communications to
e message he will send to congress congress.'
In his declaration of 1eo5, the
the first of December.
There has been no abandonment president said:
"Any benefit which comes to the
al his position in regard to corporaless able and less fortunate must, of
tions and trust prosecutions, but, as
necessity, come even more to the
a matter of course, the financial site
uatiou has become an absorbing more able and more fortunate. If
tOplc, and the other questions have therefore, the less fortunate man is
been subordinated to this one great moved by envy of his more fortunate
.
brother to strike at conditions under
Issue.
In discussing the financial situa- which they have both, though unequally, prospered, the result will
tion. President itoosevela can be deassuredly be that while damage may
pended upon to put the responsibilto think of it seriously, one of the greatest causes for thanksgiving which modern
come to the one struck at It will visit
man has, is in the advanced state of
ity exactly where it belongs. He is
with an even heavier load, the one
present day clothes making. Suits like thole Granvilles which we sell for $15, and
fully aware of the tact that nineovercoat
s like the Kingston, which we sell for
who strikes the blow. Taken as a
tenths of the active men in the Wall
$'!O—your father an grandfather paid two and three times that amount to indifferent
whole„ we must all go up or go down
merchan
t tailors all their lives. Bit these
street district declare In private contogether "
clothes of ours, they are really exceptional even today. Many merchants charge more
versation that the "panic' conditions
and
give
less. Our motto is to give you
were brought on by the repeated efmore and charge less. That's the policy which is bringing to our store an ever
increasing number ot intelligent men: men who
forts of the president to hit the big •
look at the clothes themselves and not at the pretty label. _lust this one time try the
corporations.
•
Gullett-way. It's a money saver,
The message will show, as the pres
This
will
store
closed
be
noon
at
Thanksg
on
iving.
ident's letter to Secretary Cortelyou
showed, that there is nothing in the
present commercial condition of the
country to justify the alarm, and
•
BY TROY ALLISON.
that the stringency in currency must •
•
•
not be confounded with any possible •••
•
Fifteen Dollars tail good, popular price to pit
insolvency of banks.
• ranorte!.t lee to It.m.r Ft•rte.• •
The Mallory travenette Hat is the one we bank
•
1Ve're thankful to say the trosnett shoe does not
• •
for a suit, overcoat or raincoat, and these 'are i'•
At the same time the presiderft's
on to please our friends. It's made of
the driest
require
message will go elaborately into the
much boosting from us. When a man comes
servedly popular garments Trim, clean-cut
grades of nutria and trimmed in a way which many
The janitor a wife alloaed herself
fact that money has been short, that
utents, with the style sewed into them by hand -into
our
store and tries o. tresSett. the
manufactu
rers
would
consider extravagant lor_aAL_,
to hesitate and was lost. "Titorea an
the etetertng trease-eertHieetese
makes (item Ittale +Alter and look -better -Man ttleTint•,--Wts'aly-airlre 000. It's made rain-proof
made;
he
likes the easy, comfortable way it adapts
apartment
and
you might use fur awhile.
other devices have been resorted to,
sun proof, ton, by the fatuous Priestly process. A
ordinary kind. New sheets of brown and grayitself
to
The
curves of the foot. And then he likes
and that there has been a temporary Miss Marjorie; It wouldn't cost any
hoSt
of up to-date shapes in tiro ens and blacks, both
You'll be thankful for the forethought which put
stiff and soft styles.
paralysis of business throughout the thing, am! year little mite of money
to
think
that
hid $4 or 1.) buys as good a tame as can
you Inside of one of ahem and saved you teeney -it
would last longer."
Tons furnishings, too, to grace the festal beard country.
be made for any money. No cidebt about It-the
the lame time.
neckwear, shirts, gloves, everything.
Marjorie Kershaw's young face
But it will be argued that this Is
Cressett "Makes Life's Walk Easy."
"Martha, you always
o'oused by overspeculation and the brightened.
e, of currency In chamois entirely were a dear, just like you use., to be
ltelde of those of legiamate bust- Nelsen you and Bob lived on the fano
next to our'
,lave."
•
Martha Jonlau nodded her head. "I
Innocent Suffer M'itli Guilty.
never thought I'd live to see you with
, As long ago as lOti:, the president out a relative, coming to work for
Ifis...rpornted.
said, in his own peculiar fashion: your liv lug I the city, Miss Marjorie,"
"Against the wrath of the Lord, the she said dolefully.
NVei Cctrry the) Union fitctrtai 4.3turd.
312 Broadway
The OHO; face elouded. "Poor old
wisdom of Man cannot avail. In
times of flood or drought, human In: father! Ile never -knew how to maltgenuity can but partially repair dis- ase things. I believe it was the
aster. If the folly of man mars the thought of leaving me unprovidtd for
general well being, then those who that hastened his death."
sl•-• toe Caul, I taught'!" she asktsl attentinn.
Mrs. Jordan took a latchkey from tweed the tuoticy she bad aaved by
li.ittaIes Itmet iia II
but I think- just think.
are innocent of folly will have to
Poisoning reaulting from hat
using some out's apartment without eassely.
Ift 11111.11
mind yen-that you might skate the
\it Dit
pay part of the damage incurred by behind the clock. "Deane. you might
rued a corn and applied a et.
IS
it,,','.
son
pertuissi..n
may."
.
with
as
well
a
use
senility first Hine the lee is Mitt tee,tosh- if
the flat-it won't do any
those who are guilty of folly."
ter two weeks ago caused the
hes
Or,
"ami
-"but
you
haven't
tonight
tiono aas you had a phyeician at hand to
I was tired and huuharm, and it will make your money
death
Ida Morris and her daughter May, today of Mrs.
wntch
There will be a good deal of this
thing Wroo.4% you've even thaw the
Benjamin Kimball.
hold out longer. Dr. Ingrain won't gr.r"you and keep you teen ..v•-ct•xertl..n." were arrested
•
.line of argument in the coming mesand
locked
man
She
was
re
;earl
up
G5
tuna IfaVell't 3,tit kept
years old and was the
today
"I tulgat give you somethiug to eat."
know the difference."
Her face tlushol and she heard. with on complaint
sage. That la to say, it will go on
of neighbors. lito .daughter of Mexican General
The girl reveled in the luxury of the she fetid hesitatingly, "but I'm afraid ttn. front .tet.'ing hi t silver? Alia yon relief, Mrs. Sealley's returning
Ferfeetchar
g
-F
to show that a pant
any
even
them with disoreerly
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° THE PRESIDENT'S PROCLAMATION
President's proclamation says that next Thursday shall be observed as a national day of
THEcountr
y over, and we are indeed thankful that we can assist so much in putting you in the

thanksgiving the
proper frame of
mind to be truly thankful---thankful that your own individual turkey is so tender and juicy
and that your attire is so
appropriate for the occasion. A natty new suit arid overcoat and a pair of Crossett
shoes—why what man could
help being thankful when backed by such a combination!
•
Come

••i The Intr•
uders!
•

i
4--

•

$15.00 Suits and Overcoats

Take your feet to
Gullett's.

The Mallory $3.00 Hat

$4 and $5 Crossett Shoes

U.G.GULLETT CO.

Crossett and Bates
Shoes.'

A MAN IN MINNESOTA

REPLIES TO A SUN WANT AD

A gentleman in Frontenac, Minn., replied to the ad.
above, which is quite out of the ordinary. Mr. Lydon received a letter from him this week making inquiries about
the farm, and he also had one reply, out of, a great number
ol others, from a man.in Marion, Ky.
The moral to this is: The Sun's want ads are effective-they certainly are wide reaching.
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passed by Republicans in summonine!him will regret it. We have known stances, "if they want to kill me, I
son for their dying. It was to preVanceburg, KY.. Nov.
morning.
The King of the Street smiled indulthe veniremen, convince certain ones Ed for many years and have always don't see how I can keep them from
The work of excavating for the vent such unln terrti pied tenure of ferryman at Rome, 0., si
gently.
that there has been something rotten found him the truest of friends and getting a chance sooner or later."
new steel coal chutes at tlee railroad life thateall fish were .tn3de fiercely lo where, received a noti
Mother Horton looked anxious at
"Well, you've got something to learn
In the prosecution of Caleb Powers! that noblest work of God—an honest
shops
is being pushed so that the predatory, if not remereelesely can- transfer any tobaccb from
this, and shook her head.
yet. I'll give you till next week to
It is not over the queetion of the man."
to Ohio and the notice w
base may be put in before freezing rebate/tic, as many kind. are.
"You must call on your men," she and the answer to that question."
guilt or innocence of Caleb Powers
"A niece life is a constantly (stren- panted with a threat that
weather. Several cars of crushed
said decidedly. "You must have
I was convinced from his air that he
that public indignation has been
uous one aid one entirely ("clash. A be blown up. He will not
guards."
WHAT'S THE USE?
had information on both these points rock have been imeeived from the
aroused: but over the right of a citiquarries to be used in the concrete fish lives only to eat and to avoid more tobacco at present.
"By the way," I said, "that reminds himself, and was merely _trying
The
superintendent
state
of
public
my
zen of Kentucky to a fair trial.
foundation. The recent rains his- being eaten."
instruction of Illinois, in a lecture be- me. The men haven't ?Seen paid, and knowledge.
tiered
the progress of the work little,
Chorus girls must be ml,
they're
looking
to
me
for
money."
"Iii
not be back before next Wednesfore a Chicago club, has declared hima large pump being used to keep the
"Who's looking to you for money!" day." he concluded.
at bargains to be able to hu
Mrs. Hartje won in the defense of
Hotel Airivais.
introducing
into
of
the
self in favor
"Dicky Nahl—and the others, I supthe divorce proceedings lestit4ted by Public
"Going away again!" I asked in sur- water out of the big hole.
Palmer
House—E. Licher, At. pensive jewels on such smal
echos)! curriculum a course in
pose."
Will Buchanan, an employe in the Louis: L. 0. Bradford, Chicago:
prise
her husband. and her fair name re- courtship.
A. —Baltimore American.
Apparently existing meete
"Dicky ahl!"
"ere off to Virginia City," he re ,o(ornotive department of the Illi- W. Pence, Nashville; J. P.
mains entarnishoi. She didn't eve%
Killebrew.
(As of lovers andlisweethearts, herees
"Why, yes. He asked me for it."
plied after considering for a little. nois central, is off duty today on-ac- Washington. D.
lose that ornament on the end of it. and heroines,
C.; Sin Hopirtne, Inmen and maids, do not
"And you gave it to him'!" she asked "I'm not sure about Omega, after all— count of the serious illness of his litdianapolis; R. F. Massie, Louisville;
suit him. But hear him:
sharply.
and there's another one / want to look tle girl.
Why ien't the custom of commemF. M. Hawley, Charlotte, N. C.; S. B.
"Why do we spend years and mil.
"No-o--that Is, I gave him ten dol- into. You needn't mention my going.
Dag,gagemastes William
Flowers, Cassidy, Louisville; .r. D. RoWlett,
orating welding anneversaries re- lions with
our ehildren instructing lars and told him he'd have to wait When I come back we'll have a camof the Illinois Central, can also be Murray.
versed
For instance, after a couple them in theoretical studies and turn for the rest. I haven't
got the money paign that will raise the roof of every given the
additional title of dog
are married 75 years, what do they away entirely from
Belvedere—C. H. Morgan, Brookthe things that from the one that's going the hiring Board In town. No orders till then
master if the number of canines' e( rt; W, C
Why can't we are closest to the life
care for diamonds?
yet,
Armstrong, Chleago; W
so
I
couldn't
pay
him."
unless I telegraph you. That's all."
the child will
handled in his department continue
Mart with the diamond anniversary live after school days?
Mother Horton gave an evil grin,
H. Olibert, Chicago; G. P. Duke, St.
The King of the Street seamed
to increase, as has been the case for
lead go backwards_ on the course?
Louis; S. C. Spears, Cincinnati; Elon
straightforward enough in his state"l_have seen this done in country and absorbed another inward laugh.
the last ten days. Since the bird
Young folks appreciate jewelry and echoole. It can he done feasibly
"I
reckon
the
money'll
Cooper, St. Louie; .1. Miller, Oklament
come
of
plans,
all
and
it
did
not occur to season
and
opened
and the field trials of homa
precions metals. After a loving beautifully. —I have seen
City, Okla.; J. H. Robertson,
children as right." said Mother Dorton, recovering me to distrust him while I was in his I • dogs
began at La Center. hun- St.
from her mirth. "There's one more presence. Yet, once more in my ofouple have lived together In happi- Priscilla. Miles Standish and
Louis,
John
ness for decades, all other thing's be- Alden going through the courtship anxious than you to have 'em paid, fice, with the locked door between. I dreds of dogs have been checked out
New Rieb mo — T. J. Shepard,
and if you ain't found out you'll have began to doubt, and tried to find some of the baggagemaster's office, but Memphis;
come valuelese begftles contentnient; without a trace of embarrassmen
P. R. Turk, Earl, Ark.; Ed
t or
It right away. Now for guards, take hidden meaning in each word and this morning the limit was reached,
wfille to a man and woman who have laughter,
Baynes. Metropolis; James T. Smith,
Trent—no,
he's
hurt.
according
to
the
genial
baggageman,
Take
look.
Brown
yearn,
couple
25
a
of
se' scrapped for
Indianapolis; J. C. Carter, Pottsville,
"The teaehod asked the children
whe na barnstorming show company
ver (moons and a silver gravy ladle whirl' was the better lover and made and Porter and Barkhouse and FitzKy.; J. C. Boggs, Banivillee M. P.
They're
hugh.
wideowake,
(To
and don't
be continued in next tome.; dropped off here with three large
are mighty poor compensation for a them tell her why one was
Helm. •Mayfield; W. P. Prichard,
bettet talk much. Take 'em two and two,
crates of dogs of all sizes and collars.
life of turmoil.
Hazel.
That boy will know how to go about and never go without 'em, night
F.w flan wan, Etta. tor results
The show outfit remained at the
or
THE
it when he wants a girl to marry him. day. You stop here to-night, and I'll
station several hours, and the conthink he'll get her, too."
A WORTHY CAUSE.
set 'em for you to-morrow."
Osteopathy's: Reetaramendations.
tinual barking of the score of dogs
Whatever plan the Home of the
To the academician the words of
1 declined the proffered hospitality
More and more each day Osteoade music that the official was not
Fr len(I lees boa rd adopts for raising the Illinois *avant may sound pretty with thanks, and as a compromise pathy is
corning into its own, as ite Particularly fond of,
funds to defray the coat of oonnect- well. The idea that wooing should agreed to call for my bodyguard in the merle"'
become better known.. end
ing with the city sewer system, it be made poetic, artistic and literary early morning. Rejoining Corson, I nowhere is
this better evidenced than
YOU DON'T HAVE To WAIT
should meet with the heady, prate- has much to commend it. That good explained Mother Borton's theory of here In
Padeast.
Want to Sell.
Every dose maga* you feelbetter. Lax-Fos
had
that
plot
the
brought
me
thither.
cal co-operation of the people of Pa- grammar should be ueed Is, indeed,
Kuttawa, Ky., Nov. 22.— Tobacco
In bustnese you are told that the keeps your whole insides right. mad on the
"She's
to
like
be
right,"
said the pottneate No more worthy charity, more desirable. But as to introducing the
liceman. "She'knows the gang. Now, article that hoe merit repeate,—that money-boat plea everrenere. Prow 60 cents. growers here are restless over the
woe-11111y conducted is to be found In course into the public ecboole, what's
unsettled condition of finance. No
you'll take my advice, you'll let the is, is demanded :leer and over again.
the state. The wemen at the head the use? The history of the woile, if
contract has been awarded to prize
FATE OF FISH.
havie your room for this night, Osteopathy cc/leanly costae-vs this elerats
of the institution give their time to experiences: of human beings and obassociation tobacco, although several
an/ come along up to some foine ho- ment of glICeeSR. —It repeats over and
the work simply for the love of doing eervation in general convince us that
over agan, The people ea* have They Never Die a Natural Death Stye have made application. A number of
caring
for and mak- men and maids get along all right
-good. They are
farmers would welcome a deal simiThe advice appeared good, and fif- tried it appreciate It and resort to it
An Observant Fisherman.
ing geod citizens of little waifs, who with the present system. Somehow teen minutes later Corson
lar to that secured by the stemming
was drink- when they- again need it, and, what
"Fish
never
a
natural
die
death,"
otherwise would be lost to themselves wooing comes natural to them, and ing my health at the Lick
House bar, le as encouraging, have no hamitaney Said an old fisherman who has ob- district. The buyer could then put
and stumbling beacke In the wotad.
they manage It without studying it as and calling on the powers of light
We have the men who kn
and in recommendin,g it to thee. friends. served as he fished. "If they did up the tobacco in classes and types
Necessarily all the funds, they can they do geography and Sanscrit. No darkness to watch over my safety
I number among my prevent and bodies of dead flab would, be floating to stilt the various markets. There
as
how
to do your work just
command are needed in improvink doubt, moreover. the natural- way is I slept.
former patrons some of the beet peo- on the surface of the water about all is strong probability that such a
It
should
Institution,
be done, and
and
extending
the
In the nest way. since it is very apt to
and
Whether due to his prayers or not, ple of Paducah and can refer
exam at the while, because such bodies if un- move will be made among associathe very nature of the work, the tit the case. It is less apt to my sleep was undisturbed, even by any time to aye- of them
make
an
effort
here,
tion
all all times
people
as to the molested would have to float.
board is unable to accumulate a large be pure artifice and trickery than dreams of Doddridge Knapp and his virtues of my treatment.
give
you
just
what
you w
"I
mean, of course, firh in nature
reserve fund, unless some one en- school-taught wooing might be. Since. charming but scornful daughter; and
If you rare eufferin.g of nervousness never die a natural death, not fish in
Gray b: After a deb.
Let
us,
figure
with
full
tide
with
you
of
the
life
and business in
dows It with unexpected richest. It Is then, the old way answers the purany of -its forme. rheu.matiem, neu- captivity. And perhaps It should not
Kuttaws Ky., Nov. 22.—N, 0
next
time
nee:me:try for the comfort and safety pose, what's the Sole of adding to the Sowing through the street in the ralgia, chronic headaches,
you
need
any
p
lever. Mom- be called natural death that fish an Gray, candidate for prison commisof the friendless wards of the HoMe, burdens of pupils and thereby, per- morning hours I found myself once soh or bowel troubles, lumbago, gening—probabl
y
we
can
sioner,
in company with
captivity die. Their environment inJohn
that dratneee he eecurel. Ready haps, render unpopnier a game 4e- more in Mother Horton's dingy eating. mai debility or tete of the
you some money. We k
kilvdred diners mortalAy that Mt tti Miser na- Smith, representative-elect for th
room, ordering a breakfast.
Money is absolutely needed to meth serving
highest
the
popularity?
Mother Bortge ignored my entrance, adamente, let me conifer with you end tive habitat would escape, and these Marshall-Lyon district, left this-cit‘
can give you satisfaor
we
payroll
Che
What's
of
siewer
giving
weekly
the
the use of
digtiplet seetem
frankey just (Oise I cam do causes might be properly clamed as yesterday at.noon to attend the state
and, perches!in a 'high stool behind
work,
gene as the City is doing the work that has stood nobly the test of pote- the bar and cash
and give it to
foIT
you.
DR. O. Ti. FHOAGE,
-drawer, reminded me
among the accidents that, carry the development convention. They connt the expense of the Home If evere- tiee for a questionable experiment?— Of the vulture guarding its
promptly,
516 Broadway (tipetairs). Phone captive fish off.
template visiting Frahkfort Wednee
prey. But
bode rives a little the burden will not Coady-Journal.
1407.
-If fish In their native element day or Thursday. Mr. Gray la the
t
_
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Good School Suit

$2.50, $3, $4, $5 or $7.50

We guarantee every School Suit we sell to hold
•
to the high standard we represent.
The Clothing Store That Carries the

"UNION STORE CARD"

323

Broadway

DESBERGER'S

LEA
DER
GRANO'

RAILROAD NOTES

BLINDFOLDED

fuRN./5/11R.Pod

323

Broadwa

"I had rather be a beggar in a garret w
plenty of books than a king who did not lo
reading."---Macaulay.

D.E. WILSON
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Printing
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Want it at
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Aix new members we:.
he deb, five active members and one
ateseateea
i.oteresident. They ar•
ahlton S. Garrow, Iten Meetndless,
J. B. Bartow B. L. Itr,iti:ey, Miss
Mabel McNichols, of Paducah, and
Mrs. Jacob Corbelt, of Wick 1 i ffe.
Final arrangements for the ehming
of Montaville Flowers, the impereonatm, were made. Mr. Flowers will
appear at the Woman's club house
on Tuesday evening. November 26,
In au interpretive recital of "Ben
Hue" He is pronounced very fine tar
dramatic critics.

GOOD GOODS

In Circuit Cows.
Butt was filed in circuit court today by E. W. Smith against the
Graves County Water and Light comNvhich
pany for $2h0, alleged as a 'balance
due on a note of $5.000 executed in
November. 1904,
National
The. American-German
bank filed suit against T. W. ands H.
S. Allen for $261.77 due on a note.
Kalosophic Club.
Judge Reed yesterday refused to
The Kalosophic club met this morn
Wontan's club homse in grant the defendant a new trial in
trig at the .
A. O'Brien
regular weekly meeting. Athens and the case of Mrs. Belle
Life in
in the next twentyOur first showing of Xmas novelties, third
some of its world-beautiful buildings against the Mutual Benefit
of the
trial
The
company.
surance
five years will be
were discussed very cleverly.
floor. Come down and have what you
case resulted in a verdict for $5,000
spent at the table.
.•
.•
.•
.•
the fail amount of a polity held in
want put away.
Prominent Young People Front Balthe company by the plaintiff's husCOMMUNITY
lard Marry Here.
band, Pat O'Brien.
Miss Elizabeth Miller and Mr. ColNew trials were refused in the
SILVER.
onel Elliott. of the Slater neighborcases of Dr. B. Griffith against S. B.
hood in Ballard county, were marwill do much to
Dish man, and Helen Seitz against the
ried here yesterday by the Rev. T. J.
Padecah 'fraction company. Vermake those thousOwen at his residence. 1010 Harrison
dicts for the plaintiffs were rendered
of hours happy
ands
street. The couple returned home
in earh case.
Invitations at home. The Sun is
table
by
rnakingthat
today.
ea•vomibm•Ibm
Indhertretilbortme
The Fairly Cain Saddlery and Harshowing as great an assortment as
VVIV
The bride is an attractive young ness company, of Noshielle, Tenn.,
This
lctive.
t
at
you will find anywhere, at prices
lady, the daughter of Mr. George filed suit in circuit court today
triplethan
more
4ft
4
%
44V %
'
much lower than you will have to
Miller, a prominent resident of Bal- against Ben T. Frank for 11S2 alIG -2-plated ware has the
lard county, and is a niece of Mr. E.
pay elsewhere.
leged to be due for a sulky and harstyle and appearR. Miller, of Paducah, the tobacco in- ness sold the defendant.
ii t4r*r
,
spector. The bridegroom is a subance of the best
IRO 61•01300110 •eeeeeee
Clubs Entertained for Vkitors.
-For Dr. Pendley ring 416.
ertantial young farmer in Ballard.
Banknaptcy.
Sterling. It is arIn
Miss Corinne Winstead will enter-=-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 400%
THE AVALON PATTISRN
A petit:on in bankruptcy was filed
MAYFIELD.
•
$50
tistic
andyet simple,
P.
the
and
club
tain
Nous
the
Entre
Broadway. Phone 196.
Miss Jobe of Jackson.
in United States court today by Deur)
is
D. C. club on Saturday afternoon at
more
than
triple
and
plated,
each
piece will
-We have just received another
In its notice of a "Hosiery Shower" G. Thompson, proprietor of the con40 e0 40 00 e0 40 e) 40 60 ED 40 e) e3 0 40 0
r home, 6.9 Wr,shington street, in
a
lifetime.
last
lot of those beautiful White Wax Debride-ti-be, the fectionery and moving picture show
a
honor
of
in
given
compliment to her guest, Miss Willie
signs. Brunson's, 529 Broadway.
Mies Mary Jordan, 13 nears old.
Jackson (Tenn.) Daily Sun says of a at 313 Broadway. Mr. Thompson in
Pure cider made of the old-fashion and Irvin Allen, 23 years old, eloped Blanche Asher, of Atlanta, Ga.. and young lady who is a popular visitor
the schedule filed give- liabilities at
Mrs. Lester Fessick, of Atlanta, the
apple at Biederman's.
to parts unknown Wednesday night
in Paducah:
$3.50 with assets of $1,5un, the
Thompson.
of
Clara
Miss
guest
and
carriage
-We give you better
William
with the sapposed intention of get"Miss Laura Jobe's c.ft was the largest creditors. being
better service for the money than ting married. It is the theory of Mrs.
last to fall, which betok •its that this Thompson, of Memphis, $1,000, and
Is given by any transfer company in Jordan, Mary's metber, that the two "Social Tea" a Charming Oncasicwa- young lady will pass a life of 'single Mrs. Nelson Soule, of Padua-an, $700,
The Charity club's/ "Social Tea" at
America. /Fine carriages for special went to Dresden, Tenn., to get marblessedness.'
Meyer -Schmid - Clark & company.
the
Woman's club house Thursday
elealso
notice;
short
have
been
on
occasions
ried. Officers in Tennessee
"A guessing game fo:lowed the $8110. Mrs. Soule', claim is secured
the
gant livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co. notified to be on the outlook for the afternoon, under the auspices of
shower, at which Miss Laura Jobe by mortgage on the stick and fixdepartment, was a most won
the prize, a crepe scarf."
-Forms for real estate agents for coupas and to return them to this Philanthropy
tures in the confectionery departThe
city if they are caught -Messenger. successful and delightful affair.
sale at this office.
ment. Other claims listed are: First
rooms were prettily decorated with
,MIMIIM=11111111111e.
.12n1TrnannMe,
Pure cider made of the old-fashion
Sane souei Club.
National bank, $150; John Wilhelm. .....autumn
in
vivid
the
Joseph Smith, the carpenter, after chrysanthemums
apple at Biederman's.
Mrs. Hughes McKnight is hostess $141; F. Bryant, $100; Robertson &
ab- colors. The reception was held in to the Sane Souci club this afternoon Company, Louisville. $167; Foreman
LOST-Led:s gold %stet, s sit
-City Subscribers to the Daily beating his vire Wednesday and
the auditorium, where an informally at her apartments in the Thompson
returned
fled,
,hildnen,
their
ducting
fob, near Seventh and Kentucky ave.
their
of
delivery
Bros.. $100. Numerous other claims
Sun who .nrisk the
actlre musical iirograMs Was UM- Piste saw-WasInegeort "greet.
Mayfield at air earls- hear Theresoon__ ...franggx_nlease retura_ln.
to from le- is- 4140 are
papers stopped must notify our col- to
Mesday morning and attempted to make ried out. Receiving here were:
office and receive reward.
given.
direct
requests
the
make
lectors or
Mrs. Leslie B. _Sam-tient- of Bardspeace with his wife. Mrs. Smith re- dames Jacob Wallerstein, Henry
FOR RENT-Nice home In counto The Sun office. No attention will
A.
James
James
Weille,
town, will arrive this evening to visit
fused to have anything to do with Hughes.
Ca.
Bros.
Foreman
try,
two miles from city. Good pastgiven
when
orders
such
to
be paid
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Richard G.
him, and as her children have been Rudy, Thomas Leech.
the Aor4r4r4r-ry•rrer-rarat ure. Apply Chas. Bichon, 38f-2,
of
incorporation
of
Articles
to carriers. Sun Publishing Co.
The library, across the hail. was Terrell. 516 Kentucky avenue.
bubscribere inserting eant ads is old phone.
located near Kirksey, Cellos-ay counForeman Brothers Electric company.
Pure old-fashion sugar house mo- ty, commanded Smith to leave her, effectively arranged sas a 'Pea Room.
Mrs. Laura Martin, of Little Rock, with a capital stock of $20.000, was The Sun will kindly remember that
- FOR RENT--Four Fonin flat wltk
lasses Just tapped, at Biederman's. as he had to answer to the law for Mrs. R. T. Lightfoot poured the tea Ark.. is the guest of her mother. Mrs.
items are to be paid for
filed with the county clerk today. all such
bath, front and back porches, tans
by Mrs. James I. H. Russell, of South Fifth street.
-Miss Isabel Mohan, pianist and his assault on her and the injuries and was assisted
aprule
the
ineerted
is
ad
the
when
The company is to take over the
Broadway.
accompanist, bas now her studio In
without excep- etc., upstairs. No. 1440
Mrs. A. S. Frank and daughter, present business of th
which he is alleged to have caused.. Sleeth, Serving the refreshments in
Foreman plying to every one
I- D. Sanders.
bank
National
German
the American
Smith, not lingering around !Ong, left the room were: Mrs. Henry RudY, who have been visiting friends on Bros. Novelty Company and the ar- tion.
building. seeond door, where she town and is suppoeed to be on his Mrs. John W. Stott, atlas Willie Kentucky avenue, left for their home
FIVE In)1.1.ARS reward willbe
FOR KINDLING wood ring 2361.
ticles tiled cover the manufacture.
paid at Harbour's store for the rewould be pleased to see all her way to Tex,as. The two children will Blanche Asher, of Atlanta, Ga.; Miss in Louisville today.
bicyhigh-grade
steam
and
for
MITCHELLS
sale and repair of eiectric
turn of brown silk wanst with lace
friends and patrons.
Dr. and Mrs. 8/gilts have returned rachinerv tne power to operate elec- cles, 326-328 South Third street.
be returned by' relatives of Smith, Belle Cave, Miss Pnilippa Hughes,
%illicit was misplaced OctoPure old-fashion sugar house motrimming
Lillie
May
Wintstead.
Mime
in
friends
Wednesday.
with
visiting
home from
with whom he left them
trical plants and furnish current for
WANTED-Fresh mi:ch cows. C. ber 29,
lasses just tapped, at Biederman's.
Mrs. Edward Bringhuret and Miss Tennessee.
stock
commercial heating plants. The
M. Black. Phone 2450.
-Mr. H. C. Hollins has left the
BOOKKEEPER WANTED (Male)
Mrs. &Me Garland has returned is divided into 'shares of $100 each
Messenger reporter learned Frances Wallace presided at the
A
City for a few months, and I have acWANTrIn -"Colored boy. Parltleah -Salary $73 to start. Graduate
from Murray.
through the farmers from various, candy table.
E.
S.
as
follows:
are
divided
and
and
business
quired an interest in his
Distilleries Co., 125 South Third St Central Business College prefe-red.
The nets:eel program was a very
Miss Roby Sills, of Mayfield. Is vis- Foreman. 97 sham: E. W. Foreman,
parts of the county that there is a
Shall look after it for him. Any inFOR SALE or rent, laundry com- Address, own handwriting, M.
delightful one. Miss Frances Gug- iting In the city.
this
fall.
sowed
wheat
of
crop
short
shares and Jesse Well, 100 shares.
formation with reference to any
Ring old phone 426-r.
plete.
who
quite
a
is
of
Chicago,
Sun.
genheim.
has
the
who
every
neighborhood
Wilkine
M.
John
Mrs.
nearly
The company will begin business at
branch of it in!) receive prompt at- In
Musical artist, gave a charming vocal been visiting Mrs. J. R. Wiley, re---Cheap. gase.ilie boat.
FOR
SALE
CLEANING A-ND PRESSING neattention if you will call up The Sun number of aeres sowed are not up to
Ones.
eeleetton and a piano solo. Also Mrs, turned to Paducah this morning ao
Gray engine. Addle-s A K Sun.
guaranteed,
ly done. Satisfaction
office. Both phones 358. E. J. Pax- the average.
• Lester Fossick, of Atlanta, Ga,, sang companted by Mrs. Wiley, Travis and
FOR beetles aed stovosood ring Work called for and delivered. Os,
ton.
Marriage License,
very delightfully. Mrs. Lela Wade Hillie Wiley, and Miss Elizabeth
trial Is all I ask. James Duffy, Soutt
Bulbs. al? kinds. Special
L. A. Barker and Sudle iluebard 437 F. Lent?.
Lewis
and.' Miss Anna Hill and t,he Beaziey.-Mayfield Monitor, Nov. 21.
J.
M.
WW1), o.d phone Ninth street, near Broadway. Phone
FOR DItz
Hyacinth bulbs, per..tipsen 25c.
Misses Puryear contributed to the
Mrs. E. F. Lambert, of Mayfield,
2361.
In Police Court.
Yopp Seed Co., Second street. Old
33S-a.'
pleasure of the program.
la visiting friends and relatives in
The robbery charge against Man
phone 243.
ROOMS for rent. Old telephone
WANTED-Colored woman or fall
A free-will offering of $25 was re. Paducah.
Dobson and Hester Ann Crutchfield, 941.
Pure old-fashion sugar house rnogrown colored girl to do washing and
ceived at the door.
Miss Pattie Crook left for Mem- was dismissed by Police Judge Croft
_lasses just tapped, at Biederman's
FOR WENT-Fi ve room cottage, Ironing; also colored man for jarn:or
BURIED TOMORROW IN THE OAK
phis at noon yesterday, where she this morning, the complainant. 'Ed
if
-Skates for the rink, plain steel
North Fifteenth,
work. May be man and wife
407
CEMETERY.
veil be guest first of Miss Elise Jones Keys,
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Foreman Brothers Novelty company
Mr. James McGinnis has gone to son. They were attracted. by a rustdOOD PRICE paid for furnitare
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The body of W. B. ScoMn, who
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Are the goods to buy, as they stay
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look nice during service.
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ilea and incidents told are very amutethe ways now, with a number lying
. Ing.
in the river there ready to be pulled
One day this week a darkey went
out,
asked
into a Broadway store and
Albert A. Rittenhouse will go on
the proprietor "What is this I hear
the steamer Royal as second cleric
BURNED
TO DEATH 111101.X1RE about this yah boat Paducah?"
PASS AEND
M
ED FRANCHISE FOR
next Monday. He calls his boat "The
"I don't know. What are you
FATHER COULD NAVE THEM.
INTERURBN
A LINE.
Crown Head."
hearing?" the merchant replied,
River Stages.
_ Captain John Street. of the wharf"Well, sub, I heard that that boat
Calro•
18.0 11.6 fall boat company, received a fine shepwas 'cumin' to Paducah in a few days
Chattanooga-Missing.
herd dog from Clifton. Tenn., on the
Got Wife and Baby Out and Two to take all the silver out o' towns" "Jim Crow" ('Sr Ordinance Is Order- Cincinnati
12.1 0.7 fall Kentucky yesterday and will train
Sons Escaped, but Little Ones
The merchant saw that he had conEvansville
ed in l'pper Hoard-Important
12.9 0.7 fall him for use as a watchdog on the
Were Consumed.
fused the gift of silver service to the
Meeting Held Last Night.
Florence
3.6 0.4 rise wharf-boat to take the place of
gunboat Paducah, with the financial
Joh R430Ilville
5.7 0:3 fall "Rees," who was stolen.
situation, and after he had recovered
Louisville
5.7 0.2 fall
Gradually the charmed circle of the
from his fit at laughter explained it
Mt. Carmel
3.2 4).6 rise
Titusville, Pe., Nov. 22.-Awakenwharfboat office is thInning out, with
All the aldermen were present last Nashville
to the darkey,
11.1 0.6 flee Henry Kopf and Albert Rittenhouse
ed by the barking of his dog early
We are now showing our line of EXAnother went into one of the evening, including Alderman W. T. Pittsburg
64) '4.1 rise taking new positions. This circle of
today, Thomas Zuever, an oil frodue
.
Miller,
succeeds
who
Frank B. Smith. St. Louis
banks where he had a deposit and
5.9
'0.1
fall
CLUSIVE HOLIDAY NOVELTIES.
er, living reset of here, fou d the
river men discussed and settled conAccounts amounting to $3,222.32 Mt. Vernon
said: "book here, _boss. I wants you
13.6 0.9 fall clusively everything from the Roosehouse in flames. With difficulty he to
tell me something. The boys out were allowed.
Paducah
12.4 e.9 fall velt third term talk to the most inWe are desirous of you calling to look
saved his wife and baby. Two sons 'round La-Bell pa-ahk say
oneMrs.
Gilbert
transferred
R. L,
the govover the assortment before they are picked
escaped front the second story but ernment's gwine to take 'In the Lewd. half of her Oak Grove cemetery lot
tricate problems of steamboating.
Another addition was made to the
were badly injured. The dead are
over.
Beginning the first of the Week,
We Trust' Offen the silvah dollahs to Mrs. Samuel Buchanan; Thomas
Emery, aged 12 years; Roland. 11; and melt them up, what's goin' to Elliott transferred his lot to Cbarles winter fleet of the Paducah harbor the Royal wilt run in the Paducah
last
night
with
the arrival of the
Martha M., 9; Lettle J., 7; Nellie
This year we haye secured many desiraElliott, while the city clsrk was diand Elizabethtown trade.
'Come of my money?"
Cape Girardeau from St. Louis under
rected to make out a deed to C. E.
Ile 3.- I
useful articles for men and women,
ble
and
the piloting of Capt. G. M. Street.
Spinner for the Oak Grove lot he
The lajured are Nelson, aged 14
Official Forecasits,
such as Genuine Ebony Sets, Smokers' Sets,
The Cape Girardeau had 'several
years, terribly burned, will prohably
bought from the municipality.
The Ohio, -from Evansville to Cairo.
quarter boats in tow. The others of
Frames, Brass Novelties,.Cnt Glass NovelThe board of public works was
or
die, and eVi!bur 16, painfully burned,
the Leyte fleet will arrive whenever will continue falling during the next
requested tq have several loads
ties,
Silver and Gold Novelties, Shaving Sets,
will recover,
two days.
teed weather 'brings Ice into the
gravel dumped into the low places at
The fire is supposed to have origToilet
Seta, Fancy Art Novelties of every
from
Florence
The
Tennessee,
to
river.
Seventh and Finley streets.
inated ia the floor beneath the overThe slump in the' eilseiseippi sriver below Johneonville, not much change
description.
To the board of public works was
heated gas range. When Zuever was RE('ER'ES UNPRECEDENTED DEmust be responsible ter the talking during the next 24 hours.
:First Floor.)
referred the matter of putting a 2e)
MANDS FOR RELIEF.
fireweed by the dog he sprang from
The Mississippi, front below St.
Ohio river, for the rains this week
foot
driveway
leading
from
the
top
The bed and rushed to the flameshould certainly have brought rises Louis to above Cairo, no material
of the river front down to the wharffilled sitting room. He forced the
DRY'000D,9 tr
here. Down about Cairo there ie a change with a risilig tendency during
boat,
CAR.PAFTS
Window ewes out and with his wife
big basin that must be filled before the next 24 to 30 hours.
General Secretary lap Toner %%'ilI
The
parties
owning
property
that
and baby escaped. Climbing to the
ES
water will stay in the Ohio, and this
Revel% e emit ributions of cloth.
Ilee where Clark street will run if
porch roof, Zuever met one of the
3713/1
basin
has
to
be
with
backed
up
high
ing, Fuel, Food, at Rome
opened from Nineteenth street
to
GP Tl1D PZCARLD
boys coming through the window.
water in the Missiseippl. The river
Twenty-first street, agreed to grant
The boy fell senseless on the roof
THE DAYLIGHT STORE
this ground if the public will deed here fell 0.9 in the last 24 hours.
and dropped to the ground. The
with
the
gauge
reading
12.4.
back to them ground' 1st -en up long
flames prevented never from reNever in its history has the CbarInstead of coming out as planned.
entering the window and he dropped ity club been called upon to meet ago for the old Clinton road, a pubthe John Hopkins will remain at Evunconscious from the roof. Wilbur, so great a demand for warm, cast-off lic passageway. In order to make
GOING TO THEIR NEW CHARGES
another son, attempted to save his clothing as during the past two the exchange legal the aldermen di- ansville until further orders. The
IN MEMPHIS COVERENCE
troll, the ea. Tues.-di) e‘,-eng about day morning. Hereafter he will problittle brother's life but failed. Look- weeks. Within that, period more than rected the city solicitor to institute Dunbar arrived this morning from
6 o'clock. Henry Henson, a white ably be kept locked in a cell.-BenEvansville
and
returned
immediately
proceedings.
ing through the hallway he saw his 120 pieces of wearing apparel and
man, who is serving a jail sentence, ton Tribune-Democrat.
The ordinance committee was or- to that point.
three title sisters sleeping as the two dozen lairs of shoes have been
gave the alarm soon after he escaped
Pittsburg coal boats doubtless The Rev, Peter Fields Will Remain
flames lapped up the bed clothing given out to needy applicants. This dered to bring In an ordinance consand Jailer Johnson sent John BearTed-Tom says it costs him More
the traction company to pro- would like to see the government reHere Until Next Tnesday-Dr,
about them, Wilbur jumped from regular demand keeps the stock on , peeing
,
den and Ed Ray in a hack to the to run his auto than be expect-ed.
side
separate
apartments
a
in
street
move the Sisters Islands, for they
Bolling Has Gone.
the window and in the yard found hand at a low mark and club mem- I
home of
White-sides, where they Ned-The repairs, I suppose'
his mother and the baby partly over. bers desire again to ask all eharin cars for white and colored Paseen have lots of trouble getting their
found him In bed. He was returned No; the costumes his wife weasa
tows by this point in the Ohio river.
come by smoke. Soon after the flee I ably inclined persons who have such i ger13'
to the jail about 4 o'clock Wednes- when she goes out in R.-Puck.
People operating scavenger wag The J. B. Williams maneuvered
a telegram was received from Van thin gs to give away, to notify GenRev. Peter Fields, former pastor of
Buren. Ind., announcing the death of eral Secretary Jap Toner at the club °fla that gathered up filth over the around the Sisters yesterday and
Mrs. Zuever's mother, Mrs. Martha office, 307 Kentucky avenue. The city have had to pay a small license should pass here this afternoon with the Third Street Methodist church,
Ives. The latter's body will reach club 'phone is No. 621, and every to do business, but Cbairman Baker, another big tow of coal forNewOr- but assigned to McKenzie. Tenn., by
the conference, will not leave Paduhere today and the funeral services call will be met with a prompt re- of the license committee, recom- leans.
for the six dead will be held at sponse. Partly worn shoes, over- mended that hereafter no license be
Simultaneously barges are being cah until next Tuesday and has so
notified his congregation. The Rev.
Pleasantville Saturday
eat atea awl hays. and .taekeia charged and that wagons operate un- repaired at the ways and docks for It M. Terry,'Wile will be the new
der
the
board
of
health.
Standard
Tie
direction
of
the
company.
The
waye
are
girls
or cloaks for women and
Mrs. Joseph Vogt asked the board let one Into the river and the dry pastor of the Third street church, wil,
MONEY QUESTION.
most needed.
reach here tomorrow evening and
to refund her $1.50 poll tax she paid clocks lifted one out this morning.
will begin his pastorate next SunNot
In
for
her
husband,
who
is
dead.
many
The
seasons
has
there
to
going
congratuPatience
-I'm
pethers Colored Citizens and They
day.
question
was
left
with
the
city
asbeen
such
a
stretch
of
weather
flne
late Peggy on her last marriage.
Fear the Loss of All Currency.
Dr. W. T. Bolling, of the Broadeessor and board of city supervisors. for shipbuilding as this season has
Patrice-You'd better wait.
A resolution was ordered providing afforded. And not in many seasons way Methodist church, who has heem
Shelled Almonds, a /b.. tee
S.Ome of the darkies are having a
Patience-Why so?
18 lbs. Granulated Sugar
assigned to Paris, Tenn.. Pelt for that
hard time trying to understand the
Patrice--I don't think this one is that the Lack Malleable Iron plant has there been such a quantity of city
2 lbs. Wafer Oreckere
25c
today to arrange to move his
$1.04)
for
he exempted from paying city taxes work for the docks and ways as this
financial conditions, and some stor- her 'Ast - - Yonkers Statesman.
family
2
lbs.
Ginger
there
next
Snaps
....
15c
week.
He
will
for a period of five years.
fall.
%tote Irish Potatoes for 35c
24 lb bag iserndell Flour 75,c
The Kentucky will return from un- preach in Bares Sunday.
The late Wes Arnold sold some
Sweet Potatoes, a peck .. 2elc
MI!
3 lb. can Java and Mocha
Broadway property to George C. loading at Brookport today and reDRINKS
FOUR
PINTS
OF
WHISKY
Dulgiud, and it now develops that eeive freight here for the trip to the
3 lbs.'New Dates tor ... 2,5c
Coffee
90c
batk taxes are due on R. but collec- Tennessee river Saturday evening.
2 boxes Shaker Salt for. 1,5c
6 bars Ivory Soap
IIllinois Man Roasts of His Capacity,
2,5c
The &Milo arrived today from Bt.
tion of taxes is barred by the statutes
But
Test
Coats
His
Life.
2
tbs.
Evaporated
Peaches
35c
for
..
Parlor
Broom
Zee
35c
of limitation. It amounts to $7.50, Louis with a good trip and is now
Imported
Swiss
Cheese.
Tit
35t
but in order to raise whatever cloud goughing tip the waters of the Ten2 Cattoons Shaker Cooking
Urbana, ID, Nov. 22 --After drink
this lien may have upon title of the neesee river.
Imported
Spagetti
2
pkgs
2
,5t
Big four pints of whisky in an hoar,
('alt for
lee
property Attorney Diuguid agrees to
The Charles Turner left late yes2 pkgs. Imported Macaroni
Ciyde Duffield, a farm hand, near
2 dozen Fancy Lemons
Z5c
Pay the city $5 if a clear receipt will terday for the Tennessee river after
Iveedale, in this county, died lest
for
2-5c
be given for all taxes due. The city ties. It would be Interesting to knew
7 bars Swift Pride Soap 25c
night. DuMeld had boasted of his
lb
cans
Pink
Salmon
2
li
25c
solicitor was directed to settle on how many miles of railroad in the
5 boxes Search Light
capacity and Loosed off one-half pint
that basis.
3 cans Rose of Sharon
United States are laid on ties brought in a single
draught.
Matches ......
15c
Temperance
The city voted to donate- $50 to the through Paducah.
Sweet Peas
54):
workers here intend to use the death
Queen Olives, a quart
5i(ec
Tennessee River Improvement assoThe Margaret left last night for as a local option argument in the
3 15c cans Virgin Corn., 2,5G
ciation to help in the work of im- the Tenneseee
Pitted 11.11Kes, a quart
50c
22c
lb. sack Palmer Ho_uae
1 M. Olio Creamery
river after ties, and spring.
1 lb can ltoaI Baking
proving the Tennessee river.
Cream Cheese, a lb.
roc
240,c
the Jim T. Duffy arrived this mornFlour
" cans 15c Cocoa
78c
Powder
40e
The appellate court some months ing from the Ohio river
Turnips,
a
10c
peck
with ties for
Will bock Him Pp.
bottles Ketchup
2ec
7 tbs. Granulated Sugar 42c
Asparagus tips,
ago decided this city had to pay state the Ayer-Lord
Moncoon
Shelled
English
Walnuts
Tie company,
Reece Whitesides, a slippery milPicnic Hams, per lb.
; Sacks Salt
10c
taxes upon the public market house,
a can
25t
a lb.
4Oc
The Wabash is nearing completion lored man from Birmingham. who was
Breakfast Bacon, per lb 18c
aharfboat and cemetery. The mayor at the ways after a
. pkgs. Soda
telc
thorough over- I in jail under indictment for basalinformed the aldermen that he be- hauling
25c
2 lbs. Prunes
3 boxes Matches
1 e'c
The-e are eight pieces on mg jail once before, made his escape
1111111111111111121MMIIMINIMY
lieved the appellate court was of the
.3.0c
2 pkgs Raisins or Cur2 lbs. Evaporated Peaches
opinion that the Paducah cemetery
10e
rants
5 Tbs. Corn Meal
2sec
is a paying institution. He advised
25c
7 Ms. Hominy
I pkg Mince Meat
9c
that officials take up the proposition
of enacting a law relieving all ceme4 1/2 lbs. Navy Beans
2.5c
lbs. Rice
25c
teries owned by municipalities from
2,5c
2 lbs. Layer Raisins
s lbs. best Riee
25c
state taxation as the revenue is not
10 bars Sail Soap
2,5c
2.5e
4 cans Corn
sufficient to defray the expenses of
2 The, 35c Palmer House
2.0c
3 cans llominy
maintaining the cemeteries.
Coffee
65c
35c
24 oz. Mop
' Southern Electric.
it lbs. 2ec Santos Coffee 45c
Fifst and second passages were
22c
25C Mop
lbs Zec Santos (offee...3eic
riven the franchise ordinance for
; 444e- -eatele-Extract
2-Te
-Itie Mop
the new electric interurban railway.
5 lbs. Olio Rutter
1 pkg. Junket Tablets
The original ordinance brought in
two weeks ago gave the road the
tracks
lower to lay spurs and eetch
sv
wherever It pleased and for any distance, but this one stipulates that under no condition can sidings or spurs
be put down without an ordinance
being passed.
The amended ordinance now goes
to the lower board.
The News-Democrat last -Tuesday
published that when the trrIty treasurer" here borrows money he has
to pay a high rate of intereet, bur
laid night Treasurer Dorian explained to the aldermen that the treasurer
never borroWs for the city, nor can
he, not being the legally authorized
you best and
party, but that all the borrowing is
done by the mayor on instructions
cheapest
from the general council. So if the
mayor does not get a low rate of interest it is not the treasurer'sfault.
No doubt about it, those American Lady and American "Gentleman Shoes are going to
The matter was referred to the
help
a lot toward making this Thanksiiving a truly thankful-one.
mince committe(s-and city treasurer.
thp latter announcing Si. willingness
It's impossible to work up a happy frame of mind when one's feet hurt-or worse stillSweet Chocolate, 2 pkgs. 15
_Best Pat. Flour, sack .. 75
to rake the matter up. He alone has
look
shabby. And it's just as impossible for your feet to be uncomfortable or look anything
Bitter thele0Iate, 2 pkgs. 15
Second Pat. Flour, sack.. 60
the authority to designate the depos
but trim any shapely in a pair of-American Lady or American Gentleman Shoes.
Rory.
Seeded Raisins, 2 pkgs... 25
Country Meal, 10 lb pk.. 15
The mayor also urged upon tee
Seeded Currants, 2 pkgs 25
Corn, Parlor City, 3 cans 25
Best of all,' they not only have the -style but they are honestly made of real leather.
aldermen
that something .should
New Citron. lb.
Tomatoes, Clayton, 3 cans 25
30
Take good care of them and they may be good next Thanksgiving.
done
towards
relieve
the
salary
for
Lemon and Orange Peal lb 20
Peas, Brook Brand, 3 cans 25
next year of the city solicitor, efts
Layer Raisins, lb
Lye Hominy, 3 cans ... 25
15
auditor and the policemen and flr,
Cooking
Figs,
rb
New Kraut, 3 cans
10
25
Men.
Evaporated Peaches, 2 lbs 35
New Oats. 3 pkgs,
25
An ordinance was brought In ;UnAssorted Cakes, tb.
Compressed Oats, 2 cans - 25
le
seating that hereafter the superieNuts,
lb
Mixed
20
Prunes, 2 tbs.
25
tendent of the city lighting plow
Cream Cheese, lb
10
Pkg. Head Rice, lb.
20
shall be elected in December ere
Farina, pkg.
Limberger Cheese,
10
24)
not October, as In the past.
Pig Feet, dozen
25
Brick Cheese, lb
24)
34)
Barley, 3 lbs.
Sweet Pickles, quart
25
MR. WELL UNITES WITH
Split Peas.. 3 !Qs. es.
30
School Pickles, dozen
2-5
. THE FOREMAN BROTHERS.
Green Peas. 5 tbs.
Dill Pickles, dozen
2.0
215
Lady Peas, ,5 Tbs.
Santos Coffee, lb.
15
25
Mr. Jesele Well has purchased the
-Back wheat Floeteeleelltseass. 25
Potatoes, 2' peeka,
35
interest of Mr. lial Walters iu the
25
Sweet Potatoes. peek
Red Kidney Beans. 3 lbs. 25
firm of Froreman Bros., the well
2.0
-Butter, Bess, '3 tba
Flue Table Butter, lb.
known electrical and- automobile concern.

FIVE IN HOUSE

ALDERMEN

110 L 1 DAY
NOVELTIES

CHARITY CLUB

oGILVIM

MINISTERS
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CLARKS SPECIALS
Saturday, November 23.

Specials for Saturday at tht

Great Pacific Tea & Coffee Co.
206 Broady% ay.

Old Phone 1179

New Phone 1176

Great Southern Tea & Coffee Co.
Both Phones 805.

113 South Second St.

Thanksgiving Groceries and Delicatessens

"Corning Events Cast Their Shadows Before."

Our Food Markwerves
by telephone or

9 Pounds Finest Granulated Sugar
for

American Lady and American Gentleman Shoes

wagon.

50c

American Lady Shoes, $3, $3.50, $4

American Gentleman Shles, $3.50, $4. $5

LENDLER & LYDON

309 Broadway

Both Phones 675

WE CARRY THE UNION STORE CARD

A
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fJo lahristmas 6hoppers
Ais store will cloJe Aurodaq,
hanksgiving Sag, at 10 o'clock.

Buy your presents &rly-early in the day and early in
December. That will be your biggest gift of the
holidays---to the workers behind the counters and on
the delivery wagon.

uch(,Skihip3d Co.

Jdeal

6hopping 6tore

I 1 -l23 BRQADwAY

Ykanksgiving
Rich With Atractive coriontie6
'extraordinary Cable linen Values
4 pieces 70-in. Bleached Damask, a 65c value, priced
for
50c yard
5 pieces 68-in. Heavy Silver Bleach Damask, a 69c
value, priced
..... ......
............
50c yard
2 pieces 72-in. Heavy Bleached Satin Damask, a
$1.25 value, priced at
98c yard

Cable Vloths geadq to Use
Mercerized Table Cloths, 68 in. wide and 2 1-2
yards long, regular $1, priced at
_74c

gare napkin Values
50 doz. extra :heavy 5-8 Bleach Damask Napkins,
regular $1 value, at_
75c dozen
-25 doz. 3 4 size -Bleached Napkins, regular $1 50
value, at
$2.10 dozen
50 doz. Red and Blue4Bordered Napkins, regular
scld at 65c, priced_
50c dozen

;Ipecial chanksgiving Jelling
1 lot odd Napkins ranging in price from $2 50 to
$5 dozen. Having sold cloths to which these napkins match, we will close them out at_______........ 1-3 off
•

9esirable silk
value in 36-inch black Taffeta of exceedingly good quality. Our regular $1.25 value
at
9Sc

LET US BE THANKFUL-There are many
reasons why everybody should be thankful. We
will mention one or two things to be thankful for:

CcIctlis of extra heavy Satin Damask, 2 1-2 yards
long, 2 yards wide, at.......................................$250 each

THAT we are not worse off than we are- we
might be.

Napkins to match

•

THAT we are still alive---some people aren't.
THAT you or your family can get siich good,
serviceable and stylish merchandise here for so
little money.

Napkins to

Napkins to match

all colors, priced at....._.--

Napkins to match

•
of Theatre scar-4s in handsome patterns of
stripe Persian designs. Flowered, designed
or plain Crepe de Chene, extra length,
priced
.....
$1 00 to $5.00

$5.00 dozen

What 5Yotd

Showing

Silver Pt rdes
Theatre Scarfs
Teddy Bears
Tiges
.
Opera Bags

$3.50 to 1s.00
$1.00 to $6.00
75c to $6.00
95c to 41.29
$1.00 to

yancq

Cave' Zargains
25c

.$9.50 dozen

CInths 2 1-2 yards long, 2 1-2 yards wide, for round
table, Satin Damask, priced
$5.0 each

THAT we all are in town-NOW LET'S ALL
BE THANKFUL.

75c qbality crinkled all silk Crepe de Chene

$3.50 dozen

Heavy Satin Damask Cloth, 3 1-2 yards long, 2 yards
Wide, priced at
$9.00 each

THAT we offer such rare linen values just at
the time you need them.

£artq%aterial Underpriced

$2.75 dozen

Cloths, 2 yards wide, 3 1 2 yards long, beautiful patterns, priced.
$3.00 each

THAT you read this ad and are in position to
profit by it.

50 dczen good quality hemmed huck towels size 18x341, priced at half dozen
50c
25 dozen Union linen buck towels, heavy quality, one of the best towels made for general use at
per dozen
$1 80
25 dozen extra size, 20x40, huck towels, per dozen
$2 00
50 dozen of the best value In an all linen hemstitched towel, at each
25 dozen wpsh rags at 2 for
5c
50 dozen good sized unbleached bath towels priced at aach
10c
5000 yards extra quality bleached absorbent ctaah at per yard ....... .......... ......: ...... ................... ..... Wt-c
1000 yards white buck crash, extra weight cotton, at per yard
.... Sc
.
p

.2Latch Vloths and "fapkins

A particularly striking line of Combs, Belt Buckles, Belts, Neckwear (Keiser sty lea) Scarfs,
l'ins.

-

Jpecial .91ankxgining 'Offerings

The original "Fluffy Ruffles" belt. The belt of the hour, in leather or elastic, In
all shade; to
match, priced at
$1.00
1 lot belt buCklea, bought as job, and now offered to you including values
vp to $1.00 and $1 50,

at each

.
••........ ^

linen Vieces Underpriced
'feeesslties
Yor Women of 5aate
Ladies 18 button Gloves, cut full in
arm and of bent kid, in tan, blue,
brown, garnet, black or white: priced
for Thanksgiving selling at . $3.50
Same in 12-button ler gth .............$3.00
$2 00
Same in 8 button length
gloves, 18-button
Chamoise skin
length, in natural or bleached colors,
$2,00 pair
at
A complete showing in all shafts and
sizes of short gloves priced
$1 00 to $1.75
at

Linen Doylies, size 9x9
10e each
Linen Doylies, size 18x18.
each
Linen Squatges, size 30x30
25c each
Linen Scarfs, size 18x72..._
$1.00 each
_
Linen Scarfs, size 36x36
.50c earh
Large assortment of Battenberg pieces, scarfs, center pieces,
squares, etc_
to $10.00
Hand embroidered pieces, scarfs, table covers, squares, doylies,
etc .
35c to $5.00
Hand embroidered table sets, doylies; match prtterns6x6_____ 35c 7x7.........45c
18x18.. $1.95
hand embroideries, English eyelet work.
SPECIAL-Linen Scarf, size 18x30, hemstitched, with drawn work
center, priced.
20c

fiurses 50e to $J5.00
For Xmas selling, as usual, we have
brought forward more purses than
you can tInd any place in city. Every
idea of a bag can be found he
from
the moderate priced to the elaborate
hand fitted bag-and values that can't
be duplicated at the price. If you
want a purse see our line. 11ig or
little bags-fitted rwr plain leather
lined-in seal, pig skin, walrus,
Moroco, imported and a special showing of horn back Aligator Bags AO
popular this season, priced at genuine
$4.50 to $12.00
akin
All leather black hag, 7 in. covered
frame, leather lined with coin purse
$1.03
and leather handle, price

•Tr

eee
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P.1GE EiGHT

eirm
tween ,IeUersou•ille and Indianapolis.
One of Abe members of the Reno
gang was a, young girl, whose name
IP•
never was made public, but who ac11P
their
companied the brothers on
raiding expeditions.
Lie+4,
The gang subsequently robbed the
•••mon••••••
treasurer of Gallatin, Mo., of $20,000,
.e.
and this crime led to their undoing.
Soon Will be Only Memory of All the members were either killed
While restating arrest or sent to
Past.
prison for long terms.
Von can't be constipated and healthy. Constipation is the arch enemy
James Boys.
of health. It (ewers more sickness than any other condition. It is the foreThe world is familiar with the exrunner of appendicitis, blood diseases, skin diseases; it makes you more
far
is
It
Seine Interesting Farts connected ploits of Jesse and Frank James,
lia!,le to colds, nialAria pneumonia and fever diseases.
AND WE CAN
treat the•triiing ill Hat many unthinking people believe it is. One often
who, with their parents, Dr. and
With Historical of Most Famous
Most
stomach."
my
for
wasn't
heats the expresslon, "I'd he all right if it
county,
Desperadoes.
Mrs. Samuels, settled in Clay
assuredly. The majority if mankind would be in nearly perfest health if it
Mo., a few years after the war. The
wasn't for constipation or dyspepsia. But knowing its danger; the thing of
names of some of the most desperate
neet importancy.• is to bght it. The greatest foe of constipation is Dr. Caldwell', Syrnp Pepsin. It was designed for that very purpose. Thousands of
*5 ,
cutthroats of history have been con"GANGS" nected with the J211114•S gang, and for
THE
OF
ENDINGS
indiveloals and families are using it to fight the ailments of the stomach,
L.1
ever and bowels. 'lee cures it has made prove it to be a wonderful remedy
years the authorities were powerless
in constipation even of the most obstinate nature, and every constipated
EVERYBODY CAN HAVE NICE HAIR
to
interfere.
person should use it and know from personal experience what it will do.
NOW, and you don't have to wait around
robberies and bank
train
of
Scores
The pawing of the "hold-up" man
weeks and months for results either. You
thefts have been charged against the
and train robber has been the cause of
will see improvements from te- very "het
James boysi and the gang was brokwhat in Ms army which caused • partial
much congratulation among those to
I received a rms shot wound in 'et to
laxative.
a
use
application.
only when one of the memthe present I have had to
up
en
paralysli of the bowels and fr.= th it tirne
enforcement
whom is delegated the
Oinrer tound say as
I have tried a great many kimi, /.1' no-divines in that Dame but have
bers consented to kill Jesse for the
Repay
of law and order. Of the many
effective or that hes Peen as sur.sr natural as Dr.(kik:IOW* Syrup4111111M11011111.
Delmar. III.
JOUR
reward
offered by the state of Meithe
criminal gangs that infested
Her Hair Takes on New Life and Grow•
It Ir111111me pleasure to speak agape word
I have n.ed Dr. Caldwell'. Sri-op Pepsin
souTi. For Nile crime Bob Ford was
or
Patin
Syrup
Caldwell's
Dr.
foe
for
an
immediately
APS&
and
tome
in
years
the
country
and eini.hter it invabuitile as a
Feet Conger than it was Before.
nor
IOU
to death,
sentenced
and
convicted
-of to am:sired srr.usacli and u,,:nsrive or. fifteen years I have astalle MSS dead
lowing the CIVII war scarcely a single
Your rerre,y promote-a finality and alive. Stomach Trewbia-1E10/11/ Tallablo
CrittenGov.
by
but
was
pardomed
By
VIM
SIMMS
bod
and shori'd be II evi•ry 11 aeho•d. ant Coordlpatloa
member remains at liberty. Many
gsioWLITO•
CO.
swietet.
ga
den.
.v. I. I s N a IN National Hank Harociver. out. I tried e
Gentlemen:
all ewer Illseetne
of the old-time crooks have gone to
The best skilled pb,il
I. C.
sev
assassination
After the leader's
try treated ma lousSad.eddoiIM5 I bed
Your Danderine has made my hair grow
their reward. and those left among
I wnn to ssoy a word for Dr. Cold w l's
nol't !hit, fret limier than it was when I be.
id out for trealimeat. Mylimey waeseee
oral offshoots of the hand sprang up
• r :o. Ver..th A wo;.1 i.u.1 that I can say and my diet wee raw OW end ereeleare era
the
5.'i itS
straight
in
kept
living
are
..A. ..•vfrss a.1 Its 1 IliM14 of yniir milk. I could do no labor, wee or. hagsass fIVer fist (reining am!keeps right
in the west, only to be gradually ex•v•••il toy 15fe ;a April gard and weak. but at last tie Ir.
oh by the stern hand of justice.
••.
•.
i'vy- •
•••• r
on
it •rettts to fairly crawl out of ray
The found. Of ten I would tell our drio frf
terminated by the encroachment of
•
al:. r i • m
I
scalp. it is so glossy •nd nice too.
The desperadoes of yellow-backed civilization and the organization of
, rot I s win I sus in my trouble. He would alwave„telI tuts
•
r,..
0... ;or
ia^ •
Dauderliae will always have sny best wishes.
arvere.
•st
s'
,
•
ri
tr.e
n
•
'it
4 !I
Dr. CnI•1 well's Syrup Pepsin." At WA I to..
'erature originated in the mining lawful authority. Of the members
Sincerely.
lire, but lir. him I would trust to him. so I cOlaWattatted .rr•
art 11
t ht•rt 25. (-need sue. Syrup Pepsin. Today I weig'S more. fev•I
0
• ••.
imps of the west. The close of the but one of the Younger brothers and
JEANETTE WALLICE.
n.•• •
that they iihomd better, and can do more work dual haye for
I .-!...•
•eellion threw upon society a large Frank JaID4la are sell alive.
•-• 14N rot, 1.11,1416. imam years. ParttiCit Guam Alvin. Iii.
.1'.• 1): C11,
z. • f....
V. •5 5.•-• • LI, (I awl.: I wi.Ighisillipourids
tuber of fearless men who had
While not he the habit of recomkenAing to
Sam Bass and a band of despermy patients patent medicines," the good
en hardened by the struggles of adoes terrorized the west for years,
This GREAT HAIR-GROWING REMEDY
trASs'IroRD. Decatur,
.t.p.y
Pepsin
Syrup
Caildwell's
Dr.
of
qualities
for twenty force me to acknowledge Its genuine merits
Ar, and who were either too advent- but all of them are gone.
1 .1 •-•.•hz•.• h
t
can now be had at ail Druggists in three
14 he 43 eihn.,o•
It in all cases of Indigestion.
'()us and restless or too lazy to earn
lases, 25c., 50c. and 151.00 per bottle.
,la . y
rut, Pet,
•u• and recommend
• .• ; .;
- •• !
Dalton Boys.
Stomach,and eructation of disiognicatile
d -tri•-s,r1 trir I have La Sour
• .- I
enest livelihoods. The lure of
undigested foot!.
Dalton brotlaers,
the
of
career
The
•
••
for 'aid well's !situ.. gasts.and
t• - .
J. B. score Id. 13.. Payola aki.
golden plunder attracted theme mete who confined their operations to the
..• • • ' -.• ,r. I have Do Moir.
•
I
To show howenickly Danderins
, I was troubled with a dull pain Is my stow
.s.. a ...vat at'Peltt
1 .... 1. 1' • and it was not long before "hold- states in the southwest, was short
irk
• a
JAY itch for six mooths, and tried all tate dostows
I .
acts we will semi a large sample
eat az. • • •
Ptrry township, lit Wan and they done me no good. So!saw
es" in the west became every-day lived, and of the twenty criminals
I. E.
free by return mail to anyone who
oulverli-ed Syrup Pepsin, and after taking
• l'o .
cent!. this advertisement to the
eurrences.
who composed the gang at one time
n or for paernent tire tarttl'rn was Cured, and have never been
F-nelosed p caSe
Knowlton Danderine to., Chlesgu, with their
.5 •• al Or t ) hothered sines. You can't make this too
WALLICF.,
JEANETTE
.
t .
the
nt
offered
Bill
prison.
The
bandit
life
a
of
in
or
name and address and ten cents in silver or stamps
all are either dead
Pepsin. tat,• str,ne to suit Me. ALFRED KILL,. Prop.
!!••
fr• 14:1.t four
to pay postage,
NEW YORK CITY.
,eortunity for reckless adventure Cook, one of the gang who tempor3113 W lath Street.
sae. Sr•rol If.. ordr r at ottes for I Loc itt's Hotel. Waterloo. tad.
think they arc es...in,/ it on their bread
I have used Dr. Caldwell's Syron Penal° in
ett. they craved, and emboldened by arily escaped the fate of his comrades
S. IL. num.:. Sitr•Lalfr.
around tot re.
both n.v own family and in mY Practice and
e-cess these criminals became a subsequently organized another gang
Qyr.p •La..e urAtealtatingly that I have got better
v• ,er V
I ern rnenrumend
patronlee" list. The executive counieteeeelt rr ...ts trom it than any other form of pepsin
my Tr • MI, It, If
ever In the frontier states. Orc11- and for * time was apparent 1)' sucdr. .nv,..tvabie ro !Leo) I ti .se used. I consider It a must e•Oarlent
itee.
was g:ven authority to remove,
ce
•ry settlers were either afraid to cessful. He was later arrested in
pert...ration.
In• r.ivrrl-In a irs ,ar,strtutr'nfrom the "We don't patronize" le
L. E. COVIT. It. D.. Savannah. Tenn.
U. A. Fiav.ttad..CtudaviPorfirLoDiaz.Mesiect.
'.-mpt their capture or secretly In New Mexico and sentenced to fifty
the names of concerns and good..
Ague with the criminals
years In prison
thereon where international unions
Wild Bunch.
Among those who graduated from
that asked Ole are not found to be
C. L. Van Meter, Manager.
hos
that
gang
notorious
outknot-her
beetesse
the
family
will
the
perthy
of
te)
of
war to those of
can never tell what d_SY.sorot member
properly pshing the boyiott.
civetso
sour
biliousness,
march
stomach,
the
egeteresttpleadediebiliaition, jaundice, bloated
aw's life perhaps the best known disappeared, with
All Kinds of hauling. Second
stomach, bad breath, flatulency, lazy liver, weak stomach, sick headache or
were the James brothers. the Young disappeared with the march of civil.some other ailment affecting the stomach, liver or bowels, and then Dr.
Appendicitis.
known as "The Wild
was
or
zation
There
Renos.
the
brothers
and
and Washington Streets.
Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin will be instantly needed, as it is sure to cure these
were many imitators among diseat- Bunch," which operated In the west Is due In s large measure to abuse of
diseases. It is sold under a positive guarantee to do what is claimed for it
unsuccessful and southwest. The gang made its the bowels, by employing drastic
Idled cowboys and
Warehouse for Storage.
or money will be refunded. It is easy to take because pleasant to the taste,
Prospectors, and In the early seven- headquarters In the towns along the purgatives. To avoid all danger, use
is gentle in action but promptly effective, and entirely free from the griping
so common in salts, purgative waters and cathartic pills, tablets or powders.
Both Phones 499.
ties a dozen different gangs flourish- Texas border, and when hard pressed only Dr. King's New Life Pills, the
It is for that reason the best remedy for infants, children, women, old people, ed in the country west of the Mis- by the authorities esc.aped to the safe, gentle cleansers and invigorainvalids and others. Go to yoer druggist today and get a 50 cent or $1 bottle
"I-Sole In the Wall" country in Wyom- tors. Guaranteed for headache, ble
sissippi river.
, nosier tee guarantee. Complete d:reLtions are on every bottle.
been wiped toilsome, malaria and jaundice, at
Like the footpads of old, the ban- ing. This band, too. has
Thala %WOKS to VS Ex. Ctidiellin NM Poole beim bolsi ear eases tree dits pounced upon their unsuspecting out by death or Imprisonment. The all druggists, 25e.
SWIM nulls wet to titer bows W resreufai Se ceinese. leta Of is to prom
the
OW to SS see ewe ram victims and enforced their demands same fate has been meted out to
that metered set 5015 M alin. awl to
it song ilia .1 11 re have try symptoms Of dowleft WW1 er WWI 11101111. liwillet WO west elkatate at the point of the pistol.
,
Itik
Rittenhouse, Farrington, Logan, ColSixth Pair of Twins Bok.
"Ms
VERDICT:
THE
lieweewe.
PUBUC
"sawn ter Calt011114 MGM OM MC TOW. A parlinT*11, ellnaleleit
Ns 17,
Goodhue, Minn,, Nov. 22 --Mrs. A.
Most gangs of train robbers con- lets. MeDaniels, Gates, Sontag and
WASS $o Good aid Sere w DR CALDWELL'S SYRUP Mame TVs reeve hews potty swanks
memory Roamer has given birth to her sixth
Vastimerlen.D.C. Adams PEPSIN SYRUP 00. SO/ OrsideraIl Sidi, Illontleelle, 1!1.
sisted of four to eight members, al- efeearthy gangs, and but a
at pair 'of twists, all of whom have arthough men with nerve enough to remains of the organizations that
uncom- one time were koown from one end rived since 1198. Mrs. Rosner Is the
were
work
not
single
handed
l'APAL MD To Sliss I1\14:MULTI If she were a royal princess. It is mon.
mother of 25 ehiletren.
The usual method we, to over- of the country to the other.
Ycititi the pope probably would confer
Them. band* talways operated toawe the train crew, and after unanti
count
the
of
on
titles
the coapie
1),...ire to Receivei
nmiiff
by the
express car to compel gether and were emboldened
eountees of the holy Roman enkpire. coupling the
Het alit) count,
of
First-Because it irons smoothly, not rough.
the engineer to carry them to a lone- presence of others, but the career
was re
California
in
Bart"
"Black
be
could
safes
?) spot where the
Second-The button holes or stud holes match.
Nos. 22 -1' .s said the pope'PROHIBITION CONVENTION
Ef,':
markable for the fact that he te
molestaof
without
fear
blown
open
AT COLUMBUS IN JUNE.
Third-Negligee shirts with buttons are ironed perfectly
Sloe
Fleecy ex-!
11.1Ai s,itiet, to
tion. Resistance frequently resulted ways operated single-handed.
egi„: Chicago, Nov. 22.-The national In the death of the one who failed of this man's crimes consisted e
and without injury.
(ontrolttee decided to hold a national to heed the command, "Hands up'" holding up stages laden with go
.4z,
Fourth-It irons either stiff or plaited bosoms like new, and
at the same time eat
vetition for the selection of a
Well mounted and with relays of lust from the mines in the mountair.
--(I
It
so often seen is missing.
the
on
food
"hump"
the
best
the
dum,tee (kettle' nominee for the prohitti- horses
is '
previously provided for, the riy means of carefully prepared
t !(•• party in Columbus, 0., the first train robbers erpertenced little WM- mies stationedly the side of the road
4
:
'
market.
No other like it in West Kentucky. Satisfy yoaraelf by
d ,eo, • ,
11 June, 1908.
•ulty in escaping from the poorly or- "Black Bart" compelled armed men
sending-us your lanndry.
-the
ganized posses of that sparsely set- 'o band over their valuables at
1
week.
)10e...1
The rettoille Suntled region. This kind of crime was point of a rifle,
!toed as
Black Bart.
considered the most hazardous of all
Francisco
A cuff bearing a San
evil occupations, and statistics Mow
that nearly three quarters of those laundry mark was the first clew obYOU FEEL GOOD
engaged in it eventually "died with tained by the authorities as to the
118 S. Fourth ,St.
their boots on." The exploitation of outlaw's identity. After an investiBoth Phones 200. 120 North Fourth St.
these desperadoes as heroes was re- gation it was found that "Black
-When yen smoke a Greater Paducah
sponsible for the many recruits who Bart" was E. C. Bolton, a highly reand
Gentlemen
Ladies
made
cigar,
good
a
It's
cigar, because
sought to emulate the examples of spected business man, who, to all
of good tobacco and gives a good
,
the older outlaws, and retarded the outward appearances, was a gentle- StPees
smoke-one that you can thoroughly
man. It is said on good authority
growth of the great west.
enjoy. Ask for a Greater Paducah 5
that he never killed anyone, and that
Brothers Reno,
cents.
Reno began op- he never robbed a woman. He was
five
The
brothers
Independent Cigar Co., Manufacterations in Indiana shortly after the sentenced to six years, and uir
urers.
close of the war, and in their rat& release led a life of Deming hoi.• Carrwesiri.
Fred Wittrock was another Ite
on what is known as part of the
robber who stole thousands beteof
thousands
system
Pennsylvania
TIIE SMOKE HOUSE.
II
dollars were stolen from the express being sentenced to a long term in
=2 Broadway.
companies covoring the territory be- Missouri penitentiary for the
bery of a St. Louis and San Pr:, •
co passenger train, near St. Lott
Nearly $00,0e1) stolen by this ti • !wrath) on that occasion was restoree
to the company.
alle2"J
The exploits of Oliver Curtis Perry,
in New York. are fa'millar to newspaper readers. Twice he robbed express; cars without the aid of confederates, and was captured only by accident. He put out his eye in the
Matteawan asylum and now is a raving maniac.
Of the hundreds of men who engaged in robbery as a husineen not
one lives to enjoy the plunder oh'
seined at such great personal risk.inter Ocean.

"HOLD-UP" MAY
NOW PASSING
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Grew
Miss Wallice's
Hair

Constipation Ruins Health

PROVE it

Cured by Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin

I.

Lo

FREE

City Transfer Co.

Cured by Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin
One

FREE TEST

We Use the King of All
Bosom Ironers.-uWhy?

Get Rif! of Your Cold

C.SHNIDER'S
Chile Parlor

1

STAR LAUNDRY

RED IIEN'S HALL, NORTH FOURTH STREET

r

Roller Skates
We have just received
a large stock of Richardson balll bearing
with aluminum wheels,
Union Hdw. Company
bill bearing with steel
••
••••
.•••
roller.

1

$2.70

$1.00
We would be glad to
have

you

call

store and let us

at

our

explain

this remarkable offer to

Free

delivery to any

part of the city.

•

-

- _.1..WORPOIZATE1)

"The House of Quality"
'III' Tr' y
BO . H WES 14

AT 8:15 O'CLOCK

Worth of San itol
Toilet Preparations for

you.

L. W. HENNEBERGER CO.

Saturday and Monday Evening
November 23, 25,

Both

phones 756.

S. II. WINSTEAD
Druggist
%Tenth and riroadway•

Free Exhibition of the

A" Hard Debt to Pay7
"I owe a debt of gratitude that
can never be paid off," writes G. S.
Clerk, of Westfield, Iowa, "for my
rescue from death, by DT. King's
New Discovery. Both lungs were so
seriously affected that death seemed
Imminent, when I commenced taking New Discovery. The ominous
dry, hacking cough quit before the
first bottle was used, elle two mere
bottles made a complete cure"
Nothing has ever equalei New Disall
covery for coughs, colds and
throat and lung complaints. Guaranteed by all druggists. Vec and $1.
Trial bottle free.
Labor rushee Cigar Boycott,
Norfolk, Va., Nov, 28..--The American Federation of Labor adopted
caustic Tereiutions against the American, rind Continental Tobacco cornpanire and calling for the boycott of 1
drug stores all oiler the coentry having certain kinds of cigar etande
wbtch were ordered on the "We don't

Marvelous Wireless Telegraph
With a complete set of wireless instruments; sending messages
through w0s, ringing fire alarms, lighting electric lightsz
blowing fog sirens and operating railway switch signals, alT
without the use of wires.
••4

•••

THE MOST WONDERFUL INVENTION OF THE AGE-INSTRUMENTS
ON VIEW 10 A. M. TO 4 P. M,
•

Children Not Admitted Unless Acc;ompaniecl By Parents

•

•
THE PADUCkii EVENING SUN
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thole!
go
to
him
situ
the
allowed
eed
keep
not
could
but
horaet,
and
wolf from the door, and se 72 years Months passed. but still he traveled
ago the father and sou departed for with the red men, le-netrating farthe :elle of better promise. Now, ther and farther into the (eater).
after merle three-quarters of a cen- The band crossed a peninsula ails
tury of life there, he has returned, Made for the mountains bordering on
Lake Superior, but at Lake Gogetsic
bowed with the weight of years.
and started. to reReaching bake Erie, they boarder' the boy left them
Although he suffered
steps.
his
trace
Lake
the
for
Oozing out of a black, boggy debound
vessel
sailing
eturns to Comfort for His aSuperior country. While the 'boat many hardships he had no trouble in pression in the heart of Southern
for he had
was sailing toward Detour passage, a getting enough to eat,
Declining Years.
the rude Africa is a sluggish, timid', stream
violeet storm arose and almost' be- equipped himself with
by the. which wends its way southward, very
used
weapons
effective
though
found
Kellogg
young
fore he knew it
leisurely at first, but. It soon grows
himself clinging to a spear in the Indians.
But the struggle was too much for rapidly in size and strength until it
tip 'Wrecked on Lake Huron He is waters at the upper end of Lake
to find his pours into the Indian ocean, 1,650
enpeared By Indian.. and Never
Huron. He wee washed ashore and him, and he was unable
point. In
Hears of Father Again.
since then he has never beard from way back to the starting
miles away, fourth in rank among
mountains on Lake
the mighty rivers of Africa, says set
his father or any of the crew. He the Porcupine
built a shack and there Scientific American. About 700 neles
lay on the groupd exhausted for mane Superior be
h lived as a recluse, isolated from from ite saoree, and just beyond the
hours, asione in a desolate land, of he
VIRGINIAN'S STRANGE TALE which he knew nothing, through the .mankind, but more or leas contented. cataracts of Mololo, the Zembesi.
and still be made
joined by the waters of the Kwando
long night. In the morning hunger The years rolled on
abode. He trap- river. spreads out into what might
his
place
elismal
the
the
for
made the boy forget fear,
least, and he foraged tot Ped game and occasionally iteleneYea be termed a lake about eix miles long
After being In seclusion for more time at
sniell town, where
something to eat. His breakfast vise no the south to a
and over a mile in width. This lake
an seventy years in the wilds
the pelts of animals for
exchanged
be
despair,
not
he
but
one,
did
Is studded with islands and the sura meager
ntonagon county, Michigan, where He followed the southern shore of tobacco and the necessaries of life. face is very smooth, the vegetation
of the northern winters along the banks being isefectle mirs lived the life of a hermit, Benja- the lake the first day, but discovered The terror
not alarm the hermit, his wants rored in the placid water. Strange
did
day
second
the
on
and
habitation,
in S. Kellogg,- now 84 years old, no
g few and simple and easily sup- to say, the lower end of this lake Is
e.
bleiieid
changed his oourse, striking in- p
ts returned to Wells, Vt., his birth- he
marked not by a short laie nor by
land and following a small stream
lace, and declares he win pass his which raft tut° the lake. Weak from
Kellogg knew little of the outside the slightest narrowing of its surface,
eclining years surrounded by the hunger ant, exhausted. he fell at lest world and cared less. But when he but by an abrupt fail beside which
had reached 70 years of age the long- our much vaunted Ntazara is a mere
miforts of civilization.
into a profound slumber.
over him. pigmy. It is an entire lake that takes
Romance and tragedy, says the
-The boy awakened in the night to ing to see the world stole
oston Globe, have played important find a emelt bond of Indians gazing Fear of meeting death alone in the the plunge, and not merely a river.
At Niagara the river takes a teas e•
arts in the old mast's life. At an curiously at hins. but he manifested wilderness gradually took possession
arty age Mr. Kellogg's mother died, no fear. He made signs that he want- of the man. For a long time he of 168 feet. but the Zaitiliev1
oving the boy and his father to bat- ed something to eat and the Indians fought off the sensation, hut at last about 400 feet. The cre,t of the Vice viith life alone. They were poot provided him with food and drink he }eft the shack and like Rip Van toria Falls is over a mile long-5,808
Winkle, came back to his boyhood feet, to be exact—a hereas the Amerihome.
can fall at Niagara measures but
Mr. Kellogg reached Wells a few 1,000 feet and the horseshoe fall
weeks ago, soon afterward going to Is only 1,200 feet across. or 3,100 feet
Ch 1copee. Mae.., where he visited as measured along the curve To be
with B. F. Maynard, also a Vermont sure, in comparing Niagara with Vicman. and whose father was intimate- toria, it must he said in favor of the
Paducah, Ky., June 5, 1907.
have taken this, and am pleased to ly acquainted with the hermit's sire. former that the Horse-hoe fall preI
say that all traces of my old trouble He left Chicopee last week, intending sents an unbroken crest. while the
Jr. Wel J. Gilbert, City.
pass the re- edge of the Victoria is dividded by
have passed away. I attribute the to return to \Veils and
Dear Sir:
of
ma1nder
his life in thie town. Mr- numerous islands into stretches which
Ieillets
Kidney
cure to Lantz's Red
I have been a sufferer from Kidney
At the
Kellogg Is pnzzled by the progress or nowhere exceed 600 feet.
and heartily recommend them to any
modern invention and cannot be In- center Is Livkigstone island, and to
rouble and
backaches for twelve one Oil:teed as I was.
(Need to talk into a telephone. Ile the left, as you look up stream, is the
ears, suffering so much at times
CHRIS WMAHAN.
first maw an automobile while in Wis. main fall, while at the right of the
carknown
well
hat I have been unable to follow my
Mr. McMahen is a
(origin and then remarked that at island is the Rainbow fall.
Buka
ocation (carpentering). I have tried penter and
musician of Paducah. times he almost wished he had stayediisland separates the main fall from
-meney PnItttlia hie shack and- sutvantbea batumilittbe Cascades Or beirtieree
T1 -irTfloit-ilucceas
ainefOrous
ricr.sarrs
Intl] a few days ago I secured a have done for him they will do for instead of being scared__nearly to
Fully as remarkable as the falls
lamPle of Lantz's Red Kidney Fle- you.
death. However, his delight is un- themselves is the peculiar formation
ets, I received so much benefit from
If you have never used these Pil- suppressed at being once more among of the chasm into wheel the waters
be sample pillets that I decided to lets we will gladly g:ve you a two people of his own kind, and every. pour. Facing the fills and separated
thing which he sees is a source Ot from it by
space of less than 1100
live the medicine further trial and days' trial treatment free.
• •
to
t....•
•'
•
sol Wall of
GII.1
evaes. • -(v 50 cent box from you. I
J.
W.
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sesommost,
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OMANCE OF LIFE
DISCLOSED AT END

TARACT GREATER Erkrheimer
-Stein
THAN NIAGARA

Personal Correspondence As Evidence
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PAGE NINE

Overcoats
for Young
Men
•

Mark thisDistinction
the wish and abiiity of the maker
IT'S
that marks the difference between

IP

V.

...-

stylish clothing made to serve, and
common kinds made to sell.
It's through more effort,experience,
newer methods and better work,
that Ederheimer, Stein CAL Co.
get the results that distinguish
their garments from the ordinary.
There is individuality and style in
this make, a greater measure of consistent value, the sort of workmanship that produces perfect fit and the
certainty of correct appearance.
And it sour policy of discrimination,
election and sale of such clothing

that makes this the real, live Young
Men's store. Come and be fitted.
The "Longworth" is a medium length coat
that is roomy, comfortable, stylish. The
"Standard" is slightly longer, but equally
fashionable and distibctive. Sizes 30 to
38. Prices $15 to $30.

\

i0111

.'I I
InI;EY &CO.

The
"Standard"

‘ 41, e-.4.1r

The
Longworth"

-- BROADWAY)
A.r.N AND BOYS
'

rock preeentIng a barrier to the flow
If water which is unbroken except
for a gorge near the center, a little
over 300 feet wide. It seems as if
the} wall, which at one time undoubtedly formed the lower terminal of the
lake, had been moved boldly back by
some giant hand, leaving a deep, narrow fissure into which the waters of
the lake fall. Since there is but one
eueet from this fissure,. and that
only 500 feet wide, the depth of
water in the gorge must be exceedingly. great. The peetiliar geological
formation may be said to cause the
lake or river to flow first on end over
the falls and then on edge through

the aborigto
Abode of the Se
.rag out the belief
Of Thunder.
of the red man, so pale-faced brothe,
has trueceeded in drawing the lightning from this Thunder spirit. Similarle, the white man expects 30011 to
draw the fire from the Thunder
Sounding Smoke, and use it to operate the machinery of the Rand gold
fields. In keeping with the size of
this giant waterfall, the Victoria
power station, when completed, will
have an output pressure of 150,000
volts, and will transmit its power 600
miles, or nearly three times as far as
any eystern now in operation.

the gorge.

BE CHARITABLE

e water pours faro the /Ileum
amids clouds of spray, with a deafening roar, which may be heard for
miles. This has given rise to its native name, Moeion?Tounya, or the
For the
Thordor Soon:dip:7 Smoke
' by

your horses as W4.11 as to yourself.
Ton need not suffer from pains of any
sort—your horses need not suffer. Try
To

a bottle of Ballard's Snow Liniment.
It cures all pains. J. M. Roberts. Bakersfield, Mo., writes:
have usid your
Liniment for ten years and find It to be
the hest I have ever t1 PHA for man or
beast.
Sold by J. H. Oehlsehlaeger,
Lang Bros. and C. 0. Ripley.

miss Shoots to Wed.
,.-D. C.. Nev. 22.—Mr.
'
Washington
and Mrs. Theodore P. Shonts announce the engagement of their
daughter. Theodora, to Due de Chaulnes et De Picquiny, of France, the
wedding to take place at their New
York home in January. The duc is
now in New York, where he has been
since the arrival of Mrs. Sbonta and
her dauchters from Europe several
weeks ago, but will sail for' France
on Thursday.
THERE'S NO URIC

Talking, you can't beat Herhine for
the: liver. The greatest regulator ever
offered to suffering humanity. If you
suffer from liver complaint. if you are
bilious and fretful. Its your liver, and
ff—ltsr proper row.
"flift
diffon. A positive cure for Constipation. Billlousness, Dyspepsia and all Ills
due to a torpid liver. Try a bottle sod

you will never use anything else. Sold
by J. H. Ochlschlaeger. Lang Bros. and
C. 0. Ripley.
The Evening Sun—I0c. a week.
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Thanksgiving Time

4

v
4V

's •

;Ores

all have much to be thankful for.
W EThe
New Store is grateful for the

1.

erosions,elf
se" s

A
,v4t,
st•

great success that marks its efforts to give
Paducah a store a little in advance of the excellent ones it has always had grateful to
you who have asisted toward that end.
Some Splendid Suit _Values
$15.00. $18.00, $20.00 up to $4000
We have quite a few yet of those special purchase of I/1S suits we are pricing at $15. They
come in a great range of sizes and all the season's
popular offerings in patterns, and are earefully
tailored in every essential. For Thanksgiving they
offer an unusually attractive bargain.
_Too, we offer you the best products of the best
ready-to-wear clothes makers at every price from
$10 to 140, a price range that enables every man

_e

Evening Clothes Requisites
than in
In nothing should you be more particular
often do you
the details of your evening clothes. How
dreg' ruined by
see the whole effect of this handsomedress.
You can't
some vioilition of tne code of eveningyou
out. We Show
make such an errow if von let us tit Ties
and °lofts.
the proper things in Vests, Collars,
heavy
Especially would we direct attention to the very
white gloves we are featuring ,and which are so hard to
find. They are priced $1.50.

Beautiful New Reefers and Mufflers
_
We eliow a great line of beautiful reefers, or mufflers, in those handsome grays, tans, champaign, black,
blue, and blue and black (pecks at ll0.t up
We also feature the Mecum collar protector and
muffler combined, of knit wool, in white, gray, blue and
black. A new, very serviceable garment,-

•

All
to secure just what he wants and can afford.
the new patterns many very exclusive ones will be
found here.

Some Very Exclusive Overcoat Patterns from $10 to $40
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We have -s brown box overcoat that is the despair of our competitors and the delight of our
friends. priced $25. But this is but one of a great
assortment of the handSotnest overcoats to be seen
anywhere in Paducah. Browns, Grays and Tans.
Fancy patterns, every style and every price from
*10 to $40.

r 1
4
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1

Don't Forget the Little Folks
Bloomer Suits in a great range of beautiful patterns, spleradid qualities that caret
be duplicated at anything like our prices, in Blacks, Browns, -Blues and Grays and
other handsome patterns from $4 up.
We show some exclusive beautiful patterns of all-wool Suits in handsome Single
Breasted Coats, for those seeking something extra good, $7.50 up.
We have some beautiful Red Astrakhan Coats at $7.50. They have been bought
eagerly by all who have seen them, and we want you to see them.
Splendid values in Boys' and Misses' Reefers in Brown mixed plaids, Black and
White plaids, Tans and Grays priced from $5 up.
Boys' Velvet Hats in mannish shapes, very pretty styles at $2.00.
We show a great line of School Caps in all colors, from 25c to $1.00.

New Stiff Bosom ShirtS
We have some unusually attractive patterns in
at
style, stiff, short bogom shirts, the ideal and proper winter
shirt, in a great range of patterns, and splendid values,
51.50 and $200.

Splendid values in Kid and Wool Gloves
We show some exceptionally good values in kid gloves,
and all the new styles, including th't popular black, tans
and russets. both in heavy, walking gloves, and lighter
gloves, at $1 up.
In wool, we have the scotch and plain golf in many
new and beautiful treatments, from 50s up.
Every week adds new things to our nnkwear stock;
those new browns inevery popular shade, including shadow
plaids, at 5. ,
:--•
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WI'CND RHINOCEROS.
itches Principally on His 'Wonderful
Sense of Smell.

MEN ADMIRE
a pretty face, a good figure, but
sooner or later learn that t he healthy. happy, contented woman
is most of all to be admired.
Women troubled with fainting
itreirularities, nervous irritability, backache, the "blues," and
libelee dreadful dragging sensations,
cannot hope to be happy or popular,
and advancement in either home,
business or social life is impossible.
The cause of the troubles, however. yields quickly to Lydia E. Flakbarn's Vegetable Compound made
from native roots and herbs It acts
*once upon the organ afflicted and
MISS EMMA VUNTZLER
the nerve centers, dispelling effecsympdistressing
tually all those
tom& No other medicine in the country has received such unqualified
indorsement or has such a record of cures of female ills as has

He Is a stupid beast—this rhino—
apparently not using his sight to
any great extent, but relying -on a
wonderful sense of smell' and a very
cHsturbing ability to hear. Once he
strikes a scent that is irltatIng to
his temper, or hears a sound that
disx.atisfies him, he takes an instant
to decide the direction and then putting down Ills huge ugly head so
that the big horn Is ready for business, he charges at the top of his
speed In a perfectly straight line,
making a terrible rumpus over it
You only have to Jump a few feet to
one side or the other and he will go
tearing by and keep on going until
he is tired. I let one go by because
conditions did not admit of my stopMiss Emma Run tzler, of 831 State St., Schenectady, N. Y., writea:—
ping him, and then climbed a little
to
"For a long time I was troubled with a weakness which seemed
tree and followed him with a field
drain all my strength away. I had dull headaches, was nervous,
,
glass as he tore along in a cloud of
Irritable, and all worn out. Chancing to read one of your advertisements
of a ease similar to mine cured by Lydia E. Pinkhana's Vegetable
dust for over two miles.
Compound, I decided to try it and I cannot express my gratitude for the
Another time one of the men gave
benefit received. lam entirely well and feel like a new person."
a grunt, spoke the one word "kiteLydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound its the most successful
and
ru," and pointed to a black spot half
remedy for all forms of Female Complaints, Weak Back, Falling
a mile away'which undir the glass
Displacements. Inflammation and Ulceration, and is invaluable in preparing for childbirth and the Change of Life.
turned out to be one of the strange,
cumbersome beasts we were looking
invited to
for. He showed a very good front
Women suffering from any form of female weakneas are
horn and the boys agreed that he was
Mrs. Pinkhani, at Lynn, ?dam Her advice
helpfu.n
auyeieatewith
promptly
lv.e°82
isfreeandani
reasonably good "man."
It was only a few moments when
we could hear the rhino moving toward us dead to windward and stillYouthful Sport.
swung at the ball, with the same reing about In his own peculiar and
There is a certain weqern con- sult.
rather appalling fashion. Suddenly
gressman, a golf enthusiast, who "I'll go with you for 15 cents,"
burnt
he came directly into the
when he came to Washington 'for the said the boy.
patch perhaps 100 yards away. The
This-fie rattled the new corner that
first
time, viks.accustomed to get to
was
first thing that I noticed now
the Chevy Chase club's links early he made three more wild swings.
six or seven brown birds perched in
bit,
in the morning, when there would be The caddie, as he retreated a
a row on his back. These signal
called out:
no one to witness his lack of skill.
birds--sometimes white, sometimes
On one occasion a caddie had fol- • "Say, mister, won't you take me
brown,—sit on their big companion's
lowed him to the tee and offered to round, for nothing? lii go for the
spine and relieve him of superfluous
to the course with him for-the fun of it."
ticks. So long as they sil there he go
modest compensation of 50 cents.
knows that there Is no danger and
"Who were with you on the picdon't need you, my boy," said
eats on in peace and quiet. The ingo it alone," nic?"
"141
the
representative.
stant they fly off, as they do on the
"The usual coueingent. Our sisand as he spoke the westerner, makslightest warning, up comes his big
ing a tremendous swipe et the ball, ters and our coueins nod this
of
out
succession
lets
a
he
and
snout
ll&timore American.
missed it by a foot.
sniffs or whistles, caused by his atyou for a
with
aropqd
go
"I'll
tempt to scent the direction of the
A lie la a poor .port in any storm;
danger; for danger -there is, he Auartt_r_._sIC: sa.41.1,Ae
ñit fo-the ishirIpool of
Again the amateur declined the
knows.
he habitual deceit.
caddie's attendance; and again
On came the beast In a zigzag line
until he was not over fifty yards
away. Then the birds caught sight
of me and flew off. l'p came the big
head and the fun began. All was
reedy except that he IVIIS WO directbead on for me to get in a shot
below the ear, which was what I
wanted.
Then he turned into the long grass
into the long gra._ also. taking care
and we lost sigh a him. I moved
to keep always to lp.eward. In a
moment we could —.reit. the top of his
back about twenty yards og and I
head
covered the place where
ought to be with the rifle. Then I
Phone 765.
Phone 358.
got what seemed to be the best sight
I might have, especially as twenty
yards was about as close as personal
comfort and ease of mind allowed—
1
and I fired,
He was the first very large animal
I .had killed, and mrfirst sensation
*AVIA Mb glib let8c111116
was one of blank astonishment that
one bullet could put him out of busiloved by his humble neighbors but ness so suddenly and so completely.
forgotten by the world at large, lay As a matter of fact he eltupir sank
dying in a little clapboard hut on down in the grass and s-as dead bethe outskirts of Mount Vernon, Ohio. forewas fairly stretched on the
Forty five year before, he bad writ- ground.
ten and composed the song which at
The two natives ran th him at once
that moment under the blaze of eloc- being careful to approach him from
troliers was being played Orr the de- behind, and
his tail
grabbing
lectation of men and worne'n who climbed up on his back, dancing a
would spend carelessly for an even- cancan and yelling and screaming
ing's amusement more than he like-madmen—and then
we went
might have had to live on for a back and got ten porters to come and
year. The old minstrel was Daniel cut him up. The skull is so big and
Decatur Emmett, sometimes called heavy that it is not feasible to tarry
as "Old Dan Emmett." This beau- away the whole head, and we therePh capes787 1
112-124 N.Fourth at.
generally knolvn among the few vet- fore cut away the horns, taking care
erans who remembered him at all to get the skin intact.—Appleton's.
as "Old Dan Emmett." This ebau
tlful and immortal music creation of
Emmett's is one of ,the big ensemble
feetures of the Dandy Dixie Minstrels.
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THEATRICAL POTES
WM

o'er with humor. He is at his best
In impersonating Secretary Taft
With him in his work is Doc Quigley,
the most grotesque of dancers as
well as drollest of comedians. Clark
Is held out as one of the premier
end men, and those who know laina
acknowledge him a humorist of the
broadest type.
Bun Granville is not to be overamong the funmakera. Harry
Van Foseen is another merrymaker.
He offered "The Laundry Matf," and
was encored over and again. Among
the ballid singers. Field presents
some of the sweetest-voiced men In
the country. Walter`Sherwood sang
"Sweet Kathleen," and B. S. Carnes
rendered "My Pipe and My Stein" In
splendid tune, aside from serving as
the bright interlocutor. George Martin captivated with a melody, while
Harry Lloyd proved one of the trueat of all vocalists in "When the
Birds in Georgia Sing of Tennessee."
The greatest of all singieg numbers
was "The Rosary," by John C. Dickens, which will live as long as "The
Palms."

While the first place In the theatrical world is not given to minstrelsy
there irhould_be some_ crowding to _allow place for the name of Al G.
Field on one of the tablets of the immortals, for he has reached
out
farther than any other entertainer's*,
and the show he Is now giving •fs
greater than all of the festivals In
minstrel history. In leading his
merrymakers last night in the delight
ful Crescent theater, Field was In his
happiest mood, and evidently proud
and pleased because of the great arAl G. Fields.
For years Al G. Fields has---beld- ray of burnt-cork comedians, sweetALWAYS WAS SICK
!be reputation of having one of the voiced singers and clever dancers
When a man says he always was
best "dollar" shows on the road— and the splendid seenic effects he had
sick—troubled with a cough that lastthis reputation has been made by to offer. In the first part the feast
ed an winter—what would you think it
he should say—he never was sick since
having the show. Al Mettle of flowere is shown, and the setting
using Ballard's Horehound Syrup? Hoch
deals squarely_ with the public and is worth the general praise. _Field is
a man exists. Mr. J. C. Clark, Denver,
writes: "For years I was troubled
Col..
perthe
wide
lavish in his fun and entertainment
this fact, coupled-with
with a severe cough that would last all
sonal following he has in Paducah, before the ollo, and fo over an hour
winter. This cough left me in a miserHoreable condition. I tried Ballard's
the comedians and
m's have full
assures him a hearty welcome.
"Reminiscences of Dille."
hound Syrup and have not had a sick
me."
for
year's
this
did
sway,
"Field"
1904,
2S,
sin
jesting,
It
ng and dancing,
Speaking of
day sines. Thies what
On the evening of June
Bold by J. H. oehlschlaeger. Lang Bros.
production. the New Orleans Daily so that each tast finds something to the orchestra at the Waldorf-Astoria and
C. 0. Ripley.
delight. Field himself is bubbling New York. struck up "Dixie," which
Picayune of October 21, says:
nightly,
almost
e
is on its program
MINER, MOO FEET IN ICARTIL
and especially in summer, when so
MUST STARVE TO DEATH.
many southerners are In New York
As usual a thrill of recognition and
Mahoney City, Pa.. Nov, 22
pleasure passed through the restaubut in dltkness
rant, Many people, northerners as Alive and unhurt.
Hetkd. Mliehaei
be
never
will
that
once
what
southerners—for
I as
certain
awaiting
is
miner,
a
McCabe,
south
was the Civil war song of the
800 feet below
long has been adopted by the whole death by starvetioa
in the Draper
country—beat time to the music by the surface of the earth
lir/Dabe
When
here.
near
coliery,
thiir
feet
tie/Ming on- the floor with
a blast that
-the tables with forks and was at work he fired
mine Wars.
spoons. While this unconecious trib- blew away one of the
and
threetion
wrong
the
in
fled
He
song
popular
ute was being paid to a
shaft..A fellowIn what is perhaps the gayest noon got into a . blind
out of that
In the new world, an old minstrel, workman managed to get
wing of the colliery before the roof
caved in.
The mine breech extends to the
eurface, where it yawns, 60 feet wide,
right In front of MeCtabe'a home,
where his wife and six children vainly
hope for his rescue.
Mine officials say it may he a year
before It will be poesible to reach the
place where the man is shut up.

Repel-C(4re Pleaeing.
Tonight, tomorrow's matinee and
_alight:. perfor m &nee _will
_BA r
srod the week of delightful repertoire
which has been the attraction at the
theater aim e
Monday
Kentucky
night. The Depew-Burdette corn* 'any bas strengthened Its reptatlon
and popularity in, Paducah by this
visit. Besides excellent dramatic
offerinea, the company carries a fine
Vaudeville.

At

The Kentuck
The

TONIGHT DePew=Burdette

AND REST
OF THE WEEK

Stock Co.

20 PEOPLE 20

5 Big Vaudeville Acts 5
Friday Night, "Red Rover. '
Matinee Saturday, 10 and 20 cents.

Prices 10c, 20c, 30c

"Katzenjarnmer Kids."

House wiring, electric plants installed;
Complete machine shop.

.011.

For the Bath Room there
is nothing so convenient as
•

GAS HEATER
Try one and see

DR. JAMES

HEAD-ACHE
POWDERS *

CURE
£11
94481nrist.

They stop the pain
by removing the
Cause.

Price 100

For sale red guaranteed by
A laugh every minute in Shia matinee.

Foreman Bros.,Novelty Co.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

Urban lamb Meets_ Gteelc.
"Graeloua! my dear," fetid the first
society belle, "I do hope you're not
Ill; you look Do Much older tonight."
"I'm quite well, thank You. dnar,"
replied the other, "and non--hew
wonderfully improved you are' You

W. B. M'PHERSON look

positiveiy

phis Praia.

The Paducah Light & Power Col

young."—Philadel_
IMP

FRIDAY, NOVEIBER 22.

THE pADUCAH EVENING SUN

Womans's:Veist6hO:r:
Nightmare
No

woman's hap*
children; it

is her nature to by.

find want them
as much so as it is
to love the beautiful and pure.
The critical ordeal through which the
expectant mother must pass,
however,is so fraught with dread, pain, suffering
and danger, that the
very thought of it fills her with apprehension
and horror. There is no
necessity for-the reproduction of life to be either
painful or dangerous.
The use of Mother's Friend so prepares the
system for the coming event
that it is safely passed without any danger.
This great and wonderful
remedy is always applied externally, and
has carried thousands
of women through the
trying crisis without suffering.
•
for free book containing informatics or
pricelcas value to all expectant Ott,,,,
IA* Srlifield Roaulator Co., Atlanta, Ga.

other's
Frien
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cl Some Problems of Child Education

PAGE ELEVEI

A IA/NC, LIFE.

POSITIONS SECU.7 E D

Hack
0 r Aksrsev '
How to conser‘e Energy and Prolong Life.
CONTRACT given, haelted by #300 000 00 capital and 18
SUCCESS

DRAUGHON'S rsuRAsineCJIC4lAege1/4

The time conies to everyone when
the life forces begin to fail. It is a
little harder to climb a hill or walk
Isseerpersted.)
up stairs. Exerciee is taken less vigPADUCAH, 312 Broadway, and Evansville and St. Lseits
A paper read at a mother's meeting ing the uecessary comforts for the orously or abandoned, and we feel
held at the Franklin school October little ones, yet I believe every mother that the end of active service la draw- Bookkeeping, Banking, Shorthand, Penmanship, Telegraphy, etc Indis •
by business wen. A Iso teach by mail. Write. phone, (Jr call for catalogss.
25th:
would be fully repaid if she could ing near.
30 Colleisgt.lis In 17 Status.
The problems of the child, and ot spend sonic time in the right kind. of
It is more than probable that we
the home and of the school are being play with her children. She would have been over driving the machine
discussed as never before. They ate make no mistake to tae a few tee- of the body wbich will give out like
engaging the attention of the most sons from a well-trained Kindergar- any machine if overtaxed, and
we
intelligent men and women of the tt-n teacher, in mother-piay. The should immediately take steps to
day because they have become ques- little brain develops so fast, and the change the gear, build up ts
tions of paramount importance.
little fingers and little feet are so strength apd restore the life foes
Men and women have come to set quick to get into mischief that the To this end nothing equals our delicthe necessity of working together for mother is wise if she learns how to ious cod liver and iron preparation,
parer, truer home life and to teary direct them Into safe channels that Vinol, which Is far superior to all
the mother-love and mother-thought will give them occupation without in- other tonics and cod liver preparaInto all that concerns or touches jury to body and mind.
tions because it is made by a scienchildhood in home, school, church
Then the moral training. The ab- tific, extractive,- concentrating p ,
and state.
solute essentials in moral training oess from fresh code' livers, combo I am supposed to talk about the may be summed up in two
words— lag with peptonate of iron all the
mother and the school, but before I obedience and truth.
medicinal. healing, body-building
enter into the subject proper I Malt
mews of cod liver oil, but no oil.
The first is taught tenderly and
venture to make a few suggestions in
As a body builder and strength
lovingly, when the little hands are
IS BY
regard to the training of chlidron becreator for old people, delisate chilheld away from a forbidden object,
fore they have reached school age.
doip, weak, rundown persons, after
and when the child by frequent itera
We are all familiar with the fact
stcfness, and for chronic coughs.
tion learnt; the meaning of the word
that children learn by imitation. No
(olds, bronchitis and all throat and
"no." The second, which is the keyFOR RATES APPLY TO LOCAL MAVIER
greater mistake is ever made than by
lung troubles, Vinci is unexcelled.
stone in the arch of character, desuppocing that it makes no differTry it on our offer to return your
pends almost entirely upon the menence what habits are formed in in,
money if it fails. W. B. MePhereon,
/11.. _
teiconeonat co
tal habit and the dall,v practice of the
fancy. Long bore the child does
Druggist, Paducah. Ky.
parent. If the mother is invariably
much else but eat and sleep it ree
sincere herself and expects truth
ceives impressions that stay with It
more st.:.0
•
from the child, and never deceives it articles should be wrapped in suitthrough life.
his mental
in anyway, the chid will be true. able paper, never newspaper.
The mother's tones, her looks and Both truth
I want to stress the importance of will be equipped for the march of lift
and obedience may be
movements in the baby's presence taught with
children
having enough good. whole- A man should never be at a lobs.
the minimutn of punIshThese are the qualities you, as
should be gentle and restrained. The merit. Discipline
is needful, hut some food and less impure candy.
less the baby is trotted and ttlesed harshness
is no part of discipline. Many children are injured more by mothers, must strive to develop In
your growing boys and you will never
the first few months of its life the Never
punish a child in anger or by too much candy and rich food than
help them gain possession of them if
better it will be for them all the depriving
any other evil.
it Of food or by thrusting
months that follow.
Now just a few thoughts about the you suffer iu yourself a spirit of cowIt Into a dark cioset. Terror of darkardice.
mother and the boy.
By the time a little <tad has ar- ness is a specter that shadows
the
rived at the age of twelve months, the :Ives of too many
In conclusion permit me to say on"
It
is
a
perplexing
the
time
In
children. The dark
features and motions have insensibly is dear and friendly
and sweet if the mother's life when the boy has be- other word about co-operation and I
taken shape from those around it. child has been
come old enough to engage in those shall say this to teachers as well as
taught aright.
and after it begins to walk and talk
to mothers.
The old notion that a child's will things so dear to every boyish heart.
the power of example is proven on
Stand by the superintendent. He
lie must learn to play football, and
must be broken is worthy of savagery
every side.
who, with the board of education
it
is
he
must
swine
row
to
learn
to
a
boat,
but has no place in an enlightened
hack of him and witn the se-operaThe cbild imitates eithout being age. The will
is not to be broken, to shoot and a great many other
tion of principals, teachers and paable to keep from imitating those but to be trained
things.
and guided.
trons, can give new life to our
with whom it is assoeiatel. When
When he first learns to swim.
The object of punishment is to emschools. Ile can guide them into the
just a year old it often shows a
phasize atteotion and not to inflict which he cannot do without going
way of healthful growth, true promarked _ptreanality. The develop•'pate,and I am sees th4t-44enise4 vete.. intO the vrister._when- he lived intl, gess(
en* reiterate theeekspmetst, makmenus so rapids-that it seems miracueminent to be found either in the the deep bole. when he climbs trees ing
them the crowning glory of our
lous to an observer. Something new
home or the school is that in which to a dizzy height, and does many of
city.
IONIA L. D. WALKER.
something new is
is gained an
corporal punishment figures the least, the perilous things that belong to
shown every day. and almost in every
And now about co-operating with and are a part of boy life, the mother
hour in the first three years of the
"So your daughter iv
going to
suffers from many fears and over and
the teacher.
child's life.
marry a title " said the old acquainover
she
herself
wishes
well
throngs
Mother, let me beg you; be fair to
tance.
Then how neoeseary it la to avoid
the teacher. Have you ever thought with the task of bringing up a boy.
"No," ansewered Mr. Comrox, "It's
incorrect expressions. To speak to
But
every
boy
should
be
prepaeed
that after your children enter their
worse them that.
She's pang to
one's child in good pure English, and
knowing
how
life
to
for
by
swim.
to
school days they spend as much time
take a fellow that I don't like along
.n gramatical form is a duty one
with the teacher as with you? The row, to ride. to drive and to shoot at with it."—Washing
ton Star.
owes to the mother tongue. It is by
teacher Impresses their minds with a mark. Most of these accomplishimitation the child learns to talk and
necessary
ments
trainall
to
an
her ideas and shows them her ideals.
Lt can learn to imitate correct laning in boyhood.
RIDIOVIED TO THIRD AND
The teachers of the younger chilguage as paella as incorrect.
No skill or knowledge comes amiss
dren
are
largely
women.
conThey
And may I say Just a word about
to a man, and the better he can
METROPOLIS, ILL.
playing with children.
Although stitute a body of conscientious and handle himself, the better he can use
look Binding, Beak Wert, Ufa
nearly every mother's time is well devoted public servants-- efficient, tools, the niore accurate his eye, the
D. A. Bailey, Prop.
and Library Work a special/.
filled with household duties. provid- capable and charming. They study
their profession and bring to it courNewest and beet hotel in the city
age, faith and enthusiasms
Rates $2.00.
Two large sample
In many cases the teacher reaches
Is assured you when you buy Dr. Pierre's looms. Bath rooms, Electric Lights.
a plane of Influence with the child family medicines-fur all the ingrediif which their parents have never ents entering into them are prinusi on Me only centrally located Hotel
city.
dreamed. Along with what she im- the bottle-wrappers and their formulas Le
GOMMERCLAL
PATRONAGE 110,
complete
oath
atteited
being
under
Ste
as
parts about geogratihy, hatory and
correct. You know just what you are
LICITED.
other things go precepts that children and
paying for and that the Ingredients are
do a general
remember, and litoriee of goodness gathered from Nature's laboratory, being
livery business
and heroism that are an inspiration selected from the most valuable native ST. LOUIS & TENNESSEE /LIVER
medicinal roots found growing in our
to them through life.
bile potent to cure
A roerIcan !ores,
The teacher should be loved by her are per
PACKET COMPANY.
I imeorpora te4.
hat I
• to the most
pupil* When they dislike her, treat delicate worn a
a'to
Fourth St, and isatccky Are.
.
(Incorporated.)
•lTy1ij,
her with disrespect and suspicion,
there is a fault somewhere and usual- Ilif
s,rgar,I.mirsen
ir01
FOR THE TENN-P*1/W RIVER
ly that fault lurks in the home atti•
e•
.
in
v
STEAMER CLYDE
agen possesses
tude. Your children know at a glance
properties of its own.
n c m cii
how you feel toward their teacher. Intr
being a most valuable antiseptic and antiIf you are indiffereut or contemptuous e
ient, nutritive and soothing demul- Leaves Paducah for Tennessee Rises
fe,,rwim
Every Wednesday at 4 p. m.
in your tone toward her. they are
Glycerine plays an important part In
told Phone $12,
fully aware of your feeline, and it Dr. Pierce's asiden Medical Discovery In
Master
will be strange if the feeling Is not the cure of Indigestion, dyspepsia and A. W. WRIGHT
by sour risings, EUGENE ROBINSON
Clerk
shared. Next to .the parents the weak stomach, attended
heart-burn. foal breath, coated tongue,
teacher should be considered the best poor appetite, gnawing feeling in stomThis company Is not responsible
friend of the child. Always 'speak ach, biliousness and kindred derangefor invoice-charges unless collected
ments of the stomach, liver and bowels.
kindly of her, when the children
Resides curing nll the above (11.tressIng by the clerk of the boat.
come home with complaints, attend ailment.* the"lioiden Medical Discovery"
Is
a specific for all diseases of the miicons
to the
witIs interest. _hut dnnntexmem Murree-as- ratarrt, whether at-theSpecialwzrurstuu rates from Pad
press an opinion until you have had na,tal passages or of the stomach, bowel* cah to
Waterloo. Fare for the round
time to Investigate. If you think it or pelvic organs. Even in its ulcerative trip $S.00.
Leaves
Paducah
every
-My son Frank Snyder has used wise to
stages it will yield to this sovereign rein403 leiter:0e St
see the teerber and reason- sly if its
use be persevered In. In Chronic Wednesday at 4 p. m.
Dr. Miles' Anti-Pain Pills for a long
nirate
about
mistake
passages,
Catarrh
Nasal
a
the
of
it
Is
that.
well,
In
yonr
time. He never had, anything to
while taking the "Golden Medical Dishelp him so much for headache. A judgment, she has made, take pains covery
" for the necessary constitutional
year ago he came home, and I was to do to without the knowledge of treatment, to cleanse the passages freely EVANt4YILLE, PADUCAH AND
eown sick with such a dreadful nerv- the children. It is your duty to sus- two or three times aday with Dr. Sage's
CAIRO LINE,
ous headache. He gave me one of tain the teacher
Catarrh Remedy. This thorough course
in the preeence of of
treatment generally cures the worst
the Anti-Path Pills, and after while
(Incorporated.)
I took another and was entirely re- the children. Bear in mind that the
s.
m ugh. and hoarceness caused by bronldren. dear and sweet as they be,
lieved. I always keep them in the
chial. throat and lung al,•ctIons. ,9teet4 conhouse now, and gave many away to are not perfect. Neither le the teacher, gumption In its advanced stakes. thaX()olden EVANSVILLE-PADUCAH PACKETS
medical Discovery• 14 a most efficient retn-.
others suffering with headache."
But while She is responsible for the 6dr.
especially In thee, obstinate. hans-on
MRS. I.OrISEI
(Daily Except Sunday.)
training of your children they must coughs caused by trrttait,,ru end congestion of
mchial mucous membranes. The Di."
Powell, South Dakota.
the
not question her authority. If you covers ^ Is not so coed for acute coughs all*.
Memphis, Tenn — October
Your druggist sells Dr. Mlles' Anti16, round trip, $5.26, ForPalo Pills, and we authorize him to are eonvinced that she ie capricious, Ins from sudden colds, nor must it he esSteamers Joe Fowler and John S.
consumption
Ita
t:meted
cure
In
to
advanced
return the price of first package (only) unjust, tyrannical
rest Cavalry.
or incompetent the stages -n0 medicine will do that—but for ail Hopkins. leave Paducah for EvansIf it falls to benefit you.
the obstinate, chronic roughs, which. If neg- ville and way landings
thing
best
is
to
put
under
anthem
at 11 a. m.
lected. or badly treated. lesd up to consumeMiles Medical Co., Elkhart,Ind
Birmingham; Ala. — Round
akki. it itthr it atm:Heine that can he i slirn
other teacher.
trip $93), Ost. 19th and 20th
THE STEAMER DICK FOWLER
But the old days of harsh discireturn Oct.. 27th—Account
Leaves Paducah for Cairo and wat
pline are gone. In this day you
Press
Clubs,
landings
at
8
a.
m.
sharp,
daily, exhaven't much to fear from stern
cept Sunday. Special excursion rates
school masters. On the contrary the
Louisville, Ky. — Round
now In effect from Paducah to Cairo
finer force of love has been invoked,
trip $6.9g, Oct. 14th and 15th,
and return, with or without meals
and children are gently led, by easyl,
return Oct. 19th — Account
a2d room. Good music and table unsteps. The rough places are made'
Ckand Lodge R. As-M,
surpassed.
smooth for them by teachers well
For further Information apply to
Home Seekers' tickets to all
trained for their work.
S. A. Fowler, General Pass. Agent, or
points in the south and southPermit me to say something about
Given Fowler, City Pass. Agent. at
west, including New Orleans,
food for children, especially the
Fowler-Crumbaugh & Co's Office,
Houston, San Antonia, Ft
school luncheon.
First and Broadway.
Worth, Oklahoma and Indian
It is better for children to take the
Territory, at about one fare
noonday meal at home if they do no,
for the round trip, good reThis splendid magazine which
live entirely too far from, the school.
turning for thirty days.
THE SUN is giving away
The -walk to and from school freshens
AND
them and they can eat with a relish.
THE
Jamestown, Va. — ExposiWhen the 'luncheon must be cartion, April 19th to November
ried to school you should prepare it
30th-15 days; $23.75. Coach
Is now conceded to be one of
yourself and with a great deal of
excursions on special dates;
the beat published. The Nocare. The bread should be cut
#18,00 every Tuesday; limit
vember Issue is just in, and If
smoothly and evenly and prepared
10 days.
just as nicely as if intended tor a
you want it phone 358 at once
For information, apply to
Isairdwiebee may be madePRTC
City Ticket
.4.. 4.
4.• •
Fifth and
aim'
of bread and butter, or they may
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GUY
NAN
CE
&
SON
Undertakers and Embalmers
211-213 S. Third St.

Paducah, Hy.

THE SAFEST AND QUICKEST WAY TO

EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE

TRANSFER MONEY

LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE

EAST
_ _ TENNESSEE TELEPHONE COMPANY

Watch the
Label

Real Estate Agency.
FREE REAL.ESTATE'PRICE LIST
Fraternity Building. Both Phones 835

Politic-Ali Ky.

PAGE'S RESTAURANT
123 South Second.

Is now open in new quarters.

W. F. Paxton,
President.

Open day and night.

R. Rudy,

P ['miryear,
Assistant Cashier.

CITIZENS' SAVINGS BANK
tee
Capital
Stu-pl
Stockholders

liability.

100,000

solicited. We
accord to all

$250,000
appreciate
the same

Interest Paid on Time Deposits
OMEN SATURDAY NIGHTS EROM 7 TO 8 O'CLOCK.

Third and Broadeva•
,

FOR KENT

11.

HENRY MAMMEN, JR.

NEW STATE HOTEL

$100,000
50,000

Total se•cnrity to depositors
Accounts of indisiduals and firms
small as well as large depositors and
courteous treatntent.

This label is a
guarantee of quality
and it is also a guartee to those to whom
you send flowers,
that you buy the best.

Several desirable offices and
rooms, on second and third
floor; watec- light, heat7
janitor service included; prices
reasonable.

AMERICAN=GERMAN NATIONAL BANK

t
:1

NINE SUMMERS OLD
As the Government Stamp will indicate. Purity of the

Early Times
A;id
Jack Beam
Is unquestioned for the sideboard
and medicinal purposes, and you can
not secure anything superior. Sold
most everywhere.

A Square Deal

buy horses,
sell horses,
board horses

Headache?

If it does, you should
try Dr. Miles: Ayti-Pain
Pills. Why not do so.
They, will relieve the
pain in just a few minutes. Ask your druggist
There are 45,000 druggists
in the U. S. Ask any of
them. A package of 25
doses costs 25 cents. One
tablet usually stops a
headache. They relieve
pain without leaving any
disagreeable ,after-effects
that --what---youwanti

he Tully Livery Company

R. L.

Mcnurtrie

Manufacturer of

Mattresses
Furniture Stored aid Packed

earn

The Home
Magazine
NoVember
Issue
Just Out

CUT THIS OUT
It is worth 75c
to you. This
coupor and 25c
will get a $1.00
bottle of Burdock Tonic at

c PHERSON'S
Drug Store

ABSOLUTELY FREE

[KILLTHE COUCH
LUNC8
CURE

wDr. King's
New Discovery

have a filling of any substantial food.,
The -principal thing is to arrange It
ioely so that it will be eppet ring.
, A neat box or batiket shouldsbe used
Vor carrying It and tlyc separate

C81'.81r8a
OR
ND ALL THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.

THE SUN
Paducah's Best Paper

IIARANTERD BILTIBFACTOR
R NONET EX:FUNDED.

Office,

Broadway or Union Depot."'
J. T. DONOVAN, 10
Agt City Ticket Cilice
R. M. PRATHER,
Agent Union Depot

1
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Now is the Time to Select

YOUR THANKSGIVING NEEDS
What matter is it how tender the Thanksgiving
turkey, if it's improperly cooked? Turn this
homely simile to a practical application in the
importance of your Thanksgiving attire. Dress
so that you will feel fit and thankful to your
finger tips--in Roxboro Clothes; of course- --and
then- forget about yourself.
TYLE creations with our exclusive standard of excellence are here in profusion. See our window displays
Though the season's sales have been very heavy, our
.stocks are still replete with snappy suits and overcoats in all the new tones of brown and gray, as well
as the ever popular blues and blacks.

Roxboro Clothes $20 TO $50
Other reliable makes $7.50 TO to $30

•

Men's Fixings
Our
of Gloves
Gloves
shoving
-,- Thanksgiving s
—
ur-passes

The Boys' Sbop
The Boys'Shop

for
all

previous efforts. Dent's, Reynier's, Perrin's and other leading makes in dress and
walking gloves _______.$ 1.50 to $6.00

Neckwear

Chic

every resident of Paducah, is intended for
the youths, boys and children of every
family in this city, consequently its range
of prices is from the lowest to the highest.

Thanksgiving

Neckwear in the season's newest colorings

and

Double Breasted Suits

designs, in

-

folded squares, four-in-hands, batswings,
etc.

in

the

from_...$2.50 b. $10

Exclu-

The Dudley—Suit

popular shades of

brown, gray and light flannels,
at

Shirts

seems

to be nothing

have touched

We

out selection of waistcoat styles.
sive designs

There

the popular eord in

50C to $3.00

Fancy Vests

— --

that can take the place of the double
breasted suit for boys. We have an elegant display of them for Thanksgiving,
made with plain or knicker pants,

A finishing touch to Thanksgiving

dress, at

is now
wil4- well known to

$1.50

A very desirable
style for boys from

7 to 17, made with double breated, belted
jacket and two pairs of trousers, plain and

to $10

Much makes up shirt value.

knickerbocker

The patterns and weaves must
be attractive; the cutting must be accurate

Juvenile Suits

for fit's sake, and the making must be
strongly done for service sake. The spe-

and

$6.50

For Thanksgiving we
are showing a very at-

cial lines we are offering for Thanksgiving

tractive line of Russian and Sailor Blouse
Suits for the little fellows from 3 to 9. It

embrace all these good qualities .

is a pleasure to show them

$1 up

$3to $8.50

'ROXBORO

IROX BO/40

w C. OOTE.
IMP

3"AND BROADWAY
ESTABLISHED /868

CLOTHES

CLOTHES

(0.

lents Harrison and McKinley were -Limes of the whisky rebellion. .The
exceedingly abstemious men. Garfield guest, after being told about the age
Itutlit•rford It. Hayes Only Executive was not long enough in the white of the liquor, was invited to help himWho Harrell Intoviemits.
house to establish any sort of reputa- self. and Buchanan always }Tuned his
tion as an entertainer.
back whenever he had as a drinking
Except when Hayes and McKinley companion -a man he knew as a lover
All presidents of the I need States
hav.a....set---ertw before their guests. came into office there never was any of four or five fingers.
President Hayes and his family were question as to whether wine should be
Atidrew Johnson also had his black
total abstainers, and as a rule there used at the formal dinne:s. McKin- bottle, and there is no question that,
was nothing alcoholic on the white ley, although a member of the Metho- at times, he drank freely. There is
house table while they were there dist church, decided that the custom nothing that shows that Johnson got
But he made one exception to this of serving wines and liquors to the as drunk as his enemies said he did
rale. That was while the Russian guests was not to be disregarded Men who worked around the white
Grand Duke Alexis was the guest of Although he never made a public an- ,houtie while he was in office say the
nouncement of his position, he took report is absolutely false that when
the government.
President Hayes was not the only the grorrnd that Methodist discipline pleas in behalf of Mrs. Surratt were
total abstainer who has lived in the rules affected him merely as an in- made he was too drunk to hear the
Presidet,t
white house.
Lincoln dividual, not as president of the petitiohers.neither smoked, drank not chewed. United States , who, as such, would
Chester A. Arthur is the only man
But at all hie formal dinners the cus, have to entertain persons who would ever in the white house who turned
ternary amount and varieties of wine regard it as a slight. if not an affront. night into day and knew when things
were set before the guests. Presi- to depart from the rule of. good so- pertaining to dress and dining were
c'ety that drink shall be offered to
well•done or otherwise. Of the presi
guests. McKinley held that the of- dents
within the memory of living
tense against hospitality would bel
men, he is the only one that knew
in not permitting the guest to decide good
wine from that which passes as
whether he should or should not all
right with the average man. In
drink.
his time the art of eating and drinkAs the question of indulgence or ing received much attention at the
abstinence was not discussed in the white house, ar.d the regular staff of
south until long after the civil war, cooks there frequently found itself
the question of liquor in the white set aside for a chef from Chamberhouse had no place among topics for lin's or some other restaurant where
discussion until after She end of the good cooking was the rule, not the
They save the continual writing
south's control of the federal govern- exception.
ment. In the "good old days" every
He, indeed, was an outsider who
, ver the same thing. They are
president had a supply of liquor at went to the white house with a matnot expensive. Send us an order,•
_
his elbow wherewith to pledge the health' of a guest, and in many case.
Prices Right.
of even the casual Caller.
.
1 All the patent medicines and
Jolly old "Jimm.y4l,clauchanan. .1- toilet
articles advert;sed in this
though always arrayed like a ereachpaper are on sale at
er. bad a drink from his black bottle
McPherson's Drug Store
115 S. Third Si. Plior,es 351.
Oldtenera say he had a barrel of
Fourth and Broadway.
whisky which was made during the
WINE IN WHITE DDISsE.

Use the

Diamond Rubber
Stamps

The Diamond Stamp Works

LAND WILLED TO GOD.
Everyday Shakespeare,
ter of business and did- not receive i
the moon," are all his.—Indianap—
_
an invitiation to drink. That was
I
Users of everyday catch-word e are oils News.
the least President Arthur would do Philadelphia Couple Leave Property'constantly
tooting tirat—fibliquItous
for Peculiar Put-pose.
for a man whom he liked or the man
A Significant Prayer.
perkon,
Shakespeare.
"Dead as a
whose good opinion the president
"May the Lord help you make
thought it necessary to cultivate. An:
In La Porte, Pa., has been discov- door nail," "long and short Of it." Bucklen's Arnica Salve known to
thur syas the polished man of the ered a deed 'that conveys four acres "getting evelIT" "tagrag," "birds of a all," writes J. G. Jenkins,
of Chapel,
feather," "that's flat,"
world.
"mum,- HMI, N. C. It quickly took the pair.
of land to God. The instrument was "searecrow;" "solid,"
"millteop." out of a felon for me an.d cured
Andrew Jackson, according to Mrs
it in
i.
Throckruorton, whose son was in the made by Peter E. Armstrong and loggerhead," "bag and baggage" a wonderfully short dine." Best on
"a
more
song,"
"dancing
attend- earth for sores, burns and
regular army during the civil war, wife, once rich residents of Sullivan
wounds.
packing," "kill 25c at all druggists.
and as such fought against his father county, Pennsylvania, and is dated ance," "send him
with
kindness,"
"Greek
to
me,"
"ill
In the confederate army in the battle August 3, 1864. The couple,'so far'
of the Wilderness, invariably drank as is known, were not members Of a wind that blew* no good." "give and
Rse gun want .aila. tor remota,
at table and always proposed a toast religious sect, but gave the portion take," "an eyesore," and .--the man
to the women.---Washington Di of their property as the deed says,
pact to the New York World.
"that his saints may be fuldy aespa- _
rated from the world and gather together and enjoy that light and lib(.01d Afford To:
erty Which they did in the once
faithful !Skye of their theocracy,'
"Whereas," the deed continuse, "in
considerations of Almighty God in
the past and present, which we do
may look bright and prosperous—but a "calm always
humbly acknowledge. and for the exprecedes
a storm." Prevare for the storm in your
ceeding great and precious promise
life—for the time when S'on will need money—there
of unending life to those also in holy
faith and patience wait for the comis only one way to do it—aave, and you will be
sure
ing of his anointed son to judge the
of the future.
world, which promises we have reStart today—a dollar will do it.
ceived from Him who is creator and
We pay 4 per cent interest on all savings
original grantor of earth's territory
acto the children of men—we do by
counts if left with us six months or longer.
these presents deed, grant and convey to Almighty God. who lahabiteth
eternity, and to his heirs, to the intent that it shall he subject to bargain and sale by man's esupkb.ty Ito
more -forever."
he four sores are
poor
his
orlosenst tells me he invites
situated just outside of the town of
relations to visit him each year."
Celestia, and when transferred were
"Yes. They all live at a distance and part of a wilderness. One
of Armare too poor to come."
strong's sons look* after the prop-i
erty, but recognizes the dee4.—Its-;
Flubscribelfor Th• son. Aujita
Wows.

YOUR FUTURE

Mechanics and
Fanners Savings Bank

'Ill Broadway

